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ABSTRACT 

 Rats display marked variability in their willingness to consume the artificial sweetener 

sucralose. Most rats are classified as sucralose avoiders (~75%; SA) while the remaining subset 

can be classified as sucralose preferrers (~25%; SP). Here, I have shown that these phenotypic 

differences in the consumption of sucralose are the result of highly consistent and robust 

behaviors and potentially represent a meaningful, physiological difference in sensory processing 

with functional consequences for diet choice and weight gain. Specifically, the emergence of a 

sucralose preference profile is stable across both sexes and at least two rat strains. Furthermore, 

utilizing an adaptation of the two-response taste discrimination psychophysical paradigm, I have 

demonstrated that the differences in the consumption of sucralose are sensory based. The taste 

quality of sucralose appears to be sufficient to split rats into their respective phenotypic groups. 

These sensory differences appear to generalize to other artificial sweeteners and stimuli with a 

putative, binary sweet-like and bitter-like taste profile as SA and SP differ in their intakes of 

concentrated saccharin solutions and quinine-adulterated sucrose in a manner consistent with 

their responses to sucralose. These sensory differences appear to be mediated by a disparity in 

the processing of ‘sweet’ tastes. Immunohistochemical analysis of patterns of neuronal activation 

demonstrate that SA may perceive a more salient ‘bitter’ percept from sucralose, most likely due 

to a reduced sensitivity to the ‘sweet’-like qualities of sucralose. Conversely, SP perceive 

identical concentrations of sucralose as a mixture of ‘sweet’ and ‘bitter’ with the most salient 

quality being that of a sucrose-like ‘sweet’ taste; a sensory profile consistent with a number of 

other artificial sweeteners. These differences in sensory processing may be the result of a genetic 

mutation in one of the Tas1R genes that encode the two proteins that form the functional ‘sweet-

taste’ receptor. Evidence for such a conclusion is provided by the observed differential intake of 

sucralose and at least one other artificial sweetener, as well as differences in the avidity for 

sucrose solutions as assessed through brief-access licking tests. The demonstrated variation in 

sensory processing may play a central role in SP, relative to SA, failing to regulate caloric intake, 

and their subsequent increased propensity for weight gain, when given access to a highly 

palatable diet. As the increased availability to highly palatable, energy-dense foods has been 

identified as a contributing factor to the current obesity epidemic, these data may provide a 

direct, testable model for examining the influence of a ‘sweet-tooth’ on diet choice and excessive 

weight gain. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The annual cost of the current obesity epidemic is estimated to be in excess of $190 

billion in the United States alone, where the medical costs of an obese individual are typically 

three times that of a healthy-weight individual (Cawley and Meyerhoefer, 2012). Susceptibility 

to weight gain does not appear to be driven by one overarching factor, but rather is influenced by 

a number of factors that promote energy imbalance, which is often the result of increased caloric 

intake beyond that needed for the homeostatic regulation of body weight. One important factor 

that contributes to overeating is the ready availability of highly palatable foods. Because the 

perceived taste of a food is a major determinant of its pleasantness and the willingness of an 

organism to consume it, taste processing greatly influences dietary choice and, ultimately, caloric 

intake (Ishii et al., 2003, Rolls, 2012). By extension, individual differences in taste sensitivity 

may promote divergence in dietary choice, leading to phenotypic variation in the acceptance and 

avoidance of palatable, energy-dense foods that promote weight gain (Drewnowski and Rock, 

1995, Duffy and Bartoshuk, 2000). Thus, research is needed to elucidate potential mechanisms 

underlying individual differences in taste sensitivity and determine how these differences may 

modulate susceptibility to weight gain.  

Individual differences in taste sensitivity influence dietary choice and promote 

phenotypic variation in the acceptance and avoidance of a number of foods (Drewnowski and 

Rock, 1995, Duffy and Bartoshuk, 2000). For example, humans display genetic variation in their 

ability to taste low concentrations of 6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP), with ~75% of the population 

reporting a moderate to strong bitter taste and the remaining ~25% of the population perceiving 

no bitter taste at all (Bartoshuk et al., 1994). Some studies suggest that this ability to taste PROP 

is associated with greater sensitivity to certain bitter and sweet tasting compounds, oral irritants, 

and the perception of creaminess in fats (Bartoshuk et al., 1994, Bartoshuk et al., 1998, Prescott 

et al., 2001, Chang et al., 2006, Hayes and Duffy, 2007). Although the degree to which this 

variation in taste sensitivity can be solely attributed to genetic variation in PROP sensitivity has 

been questioned (Lim et al., 2008), the existing human literature supports the notion that 

variation in the perception of one tastant can affect the hedonic evaluation of other tastants, even 

those of a different taste quality.  
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Existing rodent models of individual variation in taste processing are limited by their 

reliance upon genetic manipulations, such as selective breeding, which may have confounding 

consequences. Recently, a differential behavioral response to sucralose (the artificial sweetener 

in SPLENDA®), was identified in outbred rats (Sclafani and Clare, 2004, Bello and Hajnal, 

2005, Dess et al., 2009). In one study (Sclafani and Clare, 2004), ~ 50% of female Long-Evans 

rats displayed a marked avoidance of sucralose at concentrations greater than 0.63 mM, whereas 

the remaining rats preferred sucralose (up to 10 mM) over water. In another study (Dess et al., 

2009), sucralose preference was positively correlated with saccharin preference in female and 

male rats selectively bred for either high or low preference for saccharin (HiS and LoS, 

respectively). Specifically, all HiS rats preferred sucralose, whereas all but one LoS rat avoided 

sucralose. This suggests not only that sucralose and saccharin avoidance share some common 

mechanism, but also that rats display a congenital predisposition toward their preference for, or 

avoidance of, sucralose. Additional research is needed, however, to determine the stability of this 

variation in sucralose preference across sex, rat strain, and motivational state. Because 

concentrated sucralose is either strongly preferred or strongly avoided by rats, with no evidence 

of indifference, it is possible that sucralose has an aversive taste that is perceived by some rats 

(i.e., sucralose avoiders, SA) but not others (i.e., sucralose preferrers, SP). This hypothesis is 

supported by the fact that most artificial sweeteners elicit similar perceptual qualities, notably 

that of a sweet taste with a concentration-dependent bitter side-taste (Schiffman et al., 1995). 

Thus, it will also be important to determine whether the bimodal preference for sucralose is 

wholly unique to sucralose or whether it is indicative of a larger physiological, presumably 

genetic, difference among outbred rats that may affect the preference for other taste stimuli. 

Finally, the underlying cause of the differential acceptance of sucralose in rats has yet to be 

investigated. It may be that SP and SA perceive the taste of sucralose as qualitatively different 

and thus develop a preference accordingly. On the other hand, the taste of sucralose may be 

similar to both groups of rats but the central processing of the stimulus may differ, for example, 

in brain regions associated with reward and motivation. As SP and SA can be identified solely by 

presentation of sucralose, and this phenotype is not dependent on selective breeding lines, it 

would be informative to study SP and SA as a novel model for exploring congenital differences 

in the peripheral and/or central processing of taste and its impact on a variety of ingestive 

behaviors.  
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The proposed research seeks to establish a novel animal model of natural, individual 

variation in taste processing, and then use this model to investigate the complex relationship 

between taste, dietary choice, and weight gain. Completion of the proposed studies is expected to 

not only increase our understanding of how individual differences in taste processing modulate 

the risk for obesity, but also make significant contributions to the chemosensory and ingestive 

behavior fields. By investigating the link between taste processing and propensity to over 

consume palatable foods, I hope to identify specific triggers of non-homeostatic eating that, 

ultimately, will assist in preventing excessive weight gain before detrimental health effects 

develop. Through engaging primary prevention strategies, the burden of the economic cost of 

obesity and its related health effects may be alleviated. Here, I have worked to extend the 

original studies identifying the bimodal response profile to sucralose (Sclafani and Clare, 2004, 

Bello and Hajnal, 2005, Dess et al., 2009) by establishing that this variation in sucralose 

preference is a robust, physiologically meaningful distinction that can be used to investigate how 

individual differences in taste processing arise and ultimately influence ingestive behavior in 

ways that might favor weight gain. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

RATS DISPLAY A ROBUST BIMODAL PREFERENCE PROFILE FOR SUCRALOSE 

2.1 Introduction 

 Nonnutritive sweeteners have become popular alternatives to natural sugars. It has been 

demonstrated, however, that a shift from appetitive to rejection responses occurs as the 

concentration of some artificial sweeteners is increased. For example, concentration-related 

changes in the taste profile of saccharin have been observed in a variety of species (Collier, 

1962, Hoover, 1980, Schiffman et al., 1995, Smith, 2000), and humans report that, in addition to 

saccharin, stevioside and acesulfame K taste bitter at high concentrations (Schiffman et al., 

1995). These shifts in taste perception appear to be related to the activation of bitter-taste 

receptors (T2Rs) and/or the transient receptor potential vanilloid-1 (TRPV1) receptor by high 

concentrations of artificial sweeteners resulting in an aversive taste component commonly 

described as bitter or metallic (Kuhn et al., 2004, Riera et al., 2008).  

 Sucralose is a trichlorinated sweetener that is derived from sucrose but reportedly 600 

times sweeter than sucrose on a per weight basis (Knight, 1994). It is currently marketed as the 

primary sweetening agent in SPLENDA®. Despite its growing popularity in the commercial 

market, there are limited reports regarding the taste profile of sucralose in humans. In a study 

that examined sweet and bitter ratings of a large number of natural sugars and artificial 

sweeteners in trained tasters, sucralose was reported to taste predominately sweet with a 

concentration-independent bitter taste that exceeded sucrose but was less than that reported for 

saccharin, stevioside, and acesulfame K (Schiffman et al., 1995). Currently, only a handful of 

studies have examined the behavioral response to sucralose in rodents. In one study, preference 

for sucralose increased as a function of increasing sucralose concentration in male mice 

subjected to a series of 2-bottle preference tests involving water and an ascending series of 

sucralose concentrations (Bachmanov et al., 2001). A different behavioral profile has begun to 

emerge in rats. In a study by Sclafani and Clare (2004), female rats displayed a weak 

concentration–independent preference for water over sucralose (0.63–10.0 mM) in 2-bottle 

preference tests, although considerable individual variability in the preference scores was noted. 

A closer examination of the data revealed that 50% of the female rats preferred all but the 

highest sucralose concentrations (preference scores ranging from 62% to 78%), whereas the 

remaining female rats strongly avoided all sucralose concentrations (preference scores ranging 
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from 11% to 21%). In this same study, only 20% of male rats were reported to prefer sucralose 

over water in a single 2-bottle preference test involving water and 1.25 mM sucralose (Sclafani 

and Clare, 2004). Similarly, a subsequent study found that a group of male rats displayed 

indifference and then preference for water over sucralose across an ascending series (0.08–25 

mM) of sucralose concentrations (Bello and Hajnal, 2005), and only 23% of these male rats 

preferred 1.25 mM sucralose over water. Taken together, these 2 studies suggest that the rat’s 

preference for sucralose may be sexually dimorphic. Finally, preference for sucralose has also 

been examined in high (HiS)- and low (LoS)-saccharin preferring rats. While the majority of HiS 

rats preferred sucralose to water at all concentrations (0.025–0.25 mM), the majority of LoS rats 

avoided sucralose at all but the lowest concentration (Dess et al., 2009). Thus, the behavioral 

response to the saccharin taste profile in HiS and LoS rats appears to generalize to sucralose 

suggesting that the natural variation characterized by the bimodal distribution of sucralose 

preference may mirror some aspects of the HiS and LoS breeding lines.  

 Taken together, the available data in rats reveal an interesting bimodal behavioral 

response to sucralose. That is, it appears as though rats can be classified as either sucralose 

preferrers (SP) or sucralose avoiders (SA) on the basis of their behavioral responses during 2-

bottle preference tests involving water and an ascending series of sucralose concentrations 

(Sclafani and Clare, 2004). The existing data provide some evidence that preference for 

sucralose may be sexually dimorphic (Sclafani and Clare, 2004, Bello and Hajnal, 2005), but no 

study to date has systematically tested this hypothesis despite numerous reports of sex 

differences in the intake of, and preference for, both natural and artificial sweeteners (Valenstein 

et al., 1967, Wade and Zucker, 1969, Curtis et al., 2004, Atchley et al., 2005). Thus, one goal of 

the present study was to determine whether this highly variable response to sucralose is 

influenced by sex or hormonal status in cycling female rats. A second goal of this study was to 

determine whether preference for sucralose is reliable across rat strain as previous studies have 

demonstrated differences in the preference for artificial sweeteners among various rodent strains 

(Bachmanov et al., 2001, Pothion et al., 2004). Of particular relevance to the current study are 

reports that male B6 mice (but not male 129 mice) display variability in their preference for 

aspartame, ranging from indifference to preference (Bachmanov et al., 2001). In another study, 

one species of Peromyscus mice (Peromyscus aztecus) displayed considerable variability in the 

preference for quinine solutions ranging from avoidance to indifference to preference, whereas 
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another species (Peromyscus melanotis) displayed only avoidance responses (Glendinning, 

1993). My third goal was to provide the first evidence that the bimodal behavioral response to 

sucralose is driven by taste and determine whether it is robust across multiple behavioral testing 

paradigms including brief-access licking tests and single-bottle intake tests. 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Animals and Housing 

 Male and female Long–Evans rats and male Sprague–Dawley rats were obtained from 

Charles River Breeding Laboratory (body weights 200–225 g at study onset). Rats were 

individually housed in plastic tub cages equipped with 2 drip-resistant bottles containing ball-tip 

spouts. Rats were adapted to the cages for at least 1 week prior to data collection. At study onset, 

rats were given free access to powdered chow (Purina 5001) and reverse osmosis, deionized 

water (D.I. H2O) unless otherwise noted. Testing rooms were maintained at 22 °C with a 12:12 h 

light–dark cycle (dark onset 1400 h). Animal usage and experimental protocols were approved 

by the Florida State University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 

2.2.2 Stimuli 

 Taste solutions were prepared by dissolving various concentrations of sucralose (Tate & 

Lyle) in D.I. H2O. Sucralose solutions (0.00025, 0.0025, 0.025, 0.25, 0.63, 1.25, 2.5, and 5.0 

mM) were presented either in an ascending series (Experiments 1, 2, and 4) or in random order 

(Experiment 3). These particular sucralose concentrations were chosen to be consistent with 

previous studies (Sclafani and Clare 2004; Bello and Hajnal 2005) and to extend the low end of 

the concentration ranges that have been examined previously. 

2.2.3 Experiment 1 

 Male and female Long–Evans rats (n = 22 per sex) were given a series of 24-h 2-bottle 

preference tests between deionized water and an ascending series of sucralose solutions 

(0.00025, 0.0025, 0.025, 0.25, 0.63, 1.25, 2.5, and 5.0 mM). Each concentration of sucralose was 

presented for 2 days before testing the next concentration in the series for a total of 14 days. 

Water and sucralose intakes were recorded daily and bottle position was alternated each day. 

To examine any possible role of endogenous estradiol, preference for sucralose was also 

monitored at different stages of the estrous cycle in a group of Long–Evans female rats (n = 9). 

Stage of the estrous cycle (diestrus 1, diestrus 2, proestrus, or estrus) was determined by 

examining the appearance of vaginal cytology samples obtained daily by inserting the tip of a 
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moistened cotton swab into the rat's vaginal canal. The resulting samples were transferred to 

glass microscope slides and examined under low magnification (4x). Cycle stage labels were 

assigned to the 24-h period ending at the time of sampling (1000 h) as described previously 

(Eckel and Moore, 2004, Becker et al., 2005). Rats received the same series of 24-h 2-bottle 

preference tests as described above, except that they received each sucralose concentration for 4 

consecutive days, coincident with 1 estrous cycle. 

In order to explore the ubiquity of the bimodal preference profile, we examined whether 

sucralose preference is influenced by rat strain. Long–Evans and Sprague–Dawley male rats (n = 

16 and 15, respectively) were presented with increasing concentrations of sucralose in a series of 

24-h 2-bottle preference tests as described above. 

2.2.4 Experiment 2 

 Previous studies have reported that about 20% of male rats can be classified as SP. This 

conclusion is limited, however, by the single concentration of sucralose tested in one study 

(Sclafani and Clare 2004) and by the small sample size in the other study (Bello and Hajnal 

2005). Here, I sought to establish the ratio of SP to SA by exposing a total of 50 male Long–

Evans rats to a series of 24-h 2-bottle preference tests involving water and an ascending series of 

sucralose concentrations (0.0025, 0.025, 0.25, and 2.5 mM). This abbreviated concentration 

curve (relative to Experiment 1) was chosen to include 2 sucralose concentrations that are either 

treated with preference or indifference by all rats and 2 concentrations of sucralose that split the 

rat sample into SP and SA. Each concentration of sucralose was presented for 2 days for a total 

of 8 test days. Water and sucralose intakes were recorded daily and bottle position was alternated 

each day. 

2.2.5 Experiment 3 

 In order to determine whether the bimodal behavioral response to sucralose is limited to 

24-h 2-bottle preference tests, male Long–Evans rats (n = 16) received brief-access to varying 

concentrations of sucralose solutions in a Davis rig (Davis MS80 Rig; Dilog Instruments and 

Systems). This behavioral testing apparatus consists of a plastic chamber with an opening that 

allows access to 1 of 8 spill-proof glass drinking tubes positioned on a sliding platform. A 

mechanical shutter opens and closes to allow the rat access to each of the 8 tubes for a user-

specified length of time. A computer controls the movement of the platform, which determines 

the order of tube presentations and the opening and closing of the shutter, which determines the 
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length of access to a tube and the interval between tube presentations. Each individual lick is 

detected by a contact lickometer and recorded on a computer via DavisPro collection software 

(Dilog Instruments and Systems). 

Throughout training and testing, rats were maintained on a 23-h water-deprivation 

schedule in order to ensure that SA would lick the higher concentrations of sucralose. Training 

consisted of 2 sessions. During the first session, rats were placed in the test cage and given 15-

min access to one bottle of water and allowed to drink freely. During the second session, rats 

were given 60 s to initiate licking to water. After the first lick, each tube was available for 30 s 

before moving on to the next tube and a total of 8 tubes were presented 3 times each during a 

single session. All tubes contained water, but the shutter and platform were active to familiarize 

the rats with the testing procedure. 

During testing, each of the 8 tubes contained either water or varying concentrations of 

sucralose solutions (0.00025, 0.0025, 0.025, 0.25, 0.63, 1.25, 2.5, and 5.0 mM). Each rat was 

given 60 s to initiate licking. If a lick was recorded during this interval, the clock was reset and 

the rat was given 30 s to lick the solution. At the end of this 30-s session or after 60 s if no licks 

were recorded, the shutter would close for 10 s before presenting the next tube. Each tube was 

presented a total of 3 times per test session in randomized blocks. This paradigm was repeated 

daily for 5 days. Upon completing all of the licking trials, rats were classified as either SP or SA 

on the basis of their licking responses at the highest sucralose concentration (5.0 mM). At this 

concentration, individual rats either emitted many (>120) licks per session or very few licks per 

session (<30) and were classified as either SP or SA, respectively. The licking profiles of SP and 

SA were then compared across the entire sucralose concentration curve. Because this initial 

analysis appeared to reveal a possible contrast effect between low and high sucralose 

concentrations (e.g., licking to water and low sucralose concentrations among SA was higher 

than predicted), a follow-up study was conducted in which all rats were retested with water and 

the 2 lowest concentrations of sucralose presented 5 times per test session in randomized blocks 

for a total of 3 days. 

Following the completion of Davis-rig testing, rats were given the same series of 2-bottle 

preference tests as described in Experiment 2 in order to provide an independent classification of 

the rats as either SP or SA. This was done in order to determine whether the sucralose 
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preference/avoidance profile, assessed via the brief-access test, predicted the rats' categorization 

as either SP or SA via 2-bottle preference tests. 

2.2.6 Experiment 4 

 Previous research suggests that at high concentrations of sucralose (2.5–10.0 mM), rats 

categorized as SA display strong avoidance for sucralose and consume water almost exclusively 

(Sclafani and Clare 2004). However, rats under these test conditions are fluid replete and given 

the choice to consume either water or sucralose. In order to assess the robustness of this 

sucralose avoidance, a group of 18 male Long–Evans rats were categorized as either SP (n = 6) 

or SA (n = 12) using the series of 2-bottle preference tests described in Experiment 2. Rats were 

then adapted to a 23-h water-deprivation schedule for 5 days. Following adaptation, rats were 

given 1-h access to one bottle containing 0.0025, 0.025, 0.25, or 2.5 mM sucralose every other 

day, in an ascending order. Based on a concern that SA would not consume enough of the 

sucralose solutions to adequately rehydrate on test days, each sucralose test day was followed by 

a water test day in which rats received 1-h access to one bottle containing water. 

2.2.7 Data Analyses 

 For experiments involving 2-bottle preference tests, intakes of water and each 

concentration of sucralose were monitored daily and then averaged across the 2 or 4 test days. 

Average preference for each concentration of sucralose was calculated by dividing average 

sucralose intake by average total fluid (sucralose plus water) intake and expressing the scores in 

percent. Rats were classified as SP if they displayed a preference (>50%) on at least 5 of the 7 

sucralose concentrations (Experiment 1) or 3 of the 4 sucralose concentrations (Experiments 2–

4). The remaining rats were classified as SA. Preference scores and fluid intakes were analyzed 

by 2- or 3-factor mixed-design analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with sex, strain, and/or SP/SA 

group as between-subjects factors and estrous stage and/or concentration as within-subjects 

factors, as appropriate. 

The number of licks for water and each concentration of sucralose obtained during Davis-

rig testing was averaged across the 3 daily trials and the 5 test sessions (i.e., data represent an 

average of up to 15 presentations per concentration). As we were interested in the rats' 

orosensory driven behavior, in the instance where an animal did not make a single lick to a tube, 

that zero was not included in the average as it could not be the result of a taste-guided behavior. 

The mean number of licks measured in the Davis rig and the mean intakes (g) for one-bottle tests 
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were analyzed by 2-factor mixed-design (SP/SA group × concentration) ANOVAs. Significant 

main or interactive effects (P < 0.05) were examined using Tukey's honestly significant 

difference test. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Experiment 1 

 Overall, male and female rats displayed a comparable decrease in sucralose preference as 

the concentration of sucralose increased (F(6,252) = 13.97, P < 0.0001, Figure 2.1A). At low 

(0.00025-0.025 mM)) concentrations, rats displayed a moderate preference for sucralose. 

However, at higher (0.63–5.0 mM) concentrations, rats displayed mild sucralose avoidance. 

Individual rats were then classified as SP or SA, based on their individual preference curves. 

While the number of SP was slightly higher in males (9 of 22) than in females (7 of 22) and the 

number of SA was slightly higher in females (15 of 22) than in males (13 of 22), these sex 

differences were not reliable (χ2 = 0.39, not significant; n.s). Overall, a greater proportion of rats 

were categorized as SA rather than SP (64% vs. 36%, respectively). 

 Additional analyses of the preference scores revealed an interactive effect of SP/SA 

group and concentration (F(6,240) = 23.79, P < 0.0001, Figure 2.1B). Both SP and SA preferred 

sucralose to water at the 2 lowest concentrations. A significant SP/SA group difference in 

preference scores first emerged at the 0.025 mM sucralose concentration and this group 

difference strengthened as the concentration of sucralose increased (Ps < 0.05). Sucralose 

preference peaked at the 1.25 mM concentration in SP and sucralose avoidance was strongest at 

the 5.0 mM concentration in SA. No sex differences in sucralose preference were detected 

among the groups of SP or SA. 

 Examination of fluid intake in SP revealed that all SP consumed more sucralose than 

water across all 2-bottle preference tests (Figure 2.2A, B). Among SP, sucralose intake was 

greater in males than in females (F(1,13) = 6.89, P < 0.05) and varied by concentration (F(6,78) = 

8.41, P < 0.0001), with the highest intakes occurring in the 0.63–2.5 mM range in both sexes (Ps 

< 0.05). In comparison, water intake was consistently low and similar in males and females. As a 

result, total fluid intake among SP mirrored their sucralose intake. Males consumed more fluid 

than females (F(1,13) = 10.22, P < 0.01) and total fluid intake was influenced by sucralose 

concentration (F(6,78) = 12.98, P < 0.0001), with peak fluid intakes occurring when 0.63–2.5 mM 

sucralose was available (Ps < 0.05). 
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 Examination of fluid intake in SA revealed that all SA consumed more water than 

sucralose when sucralose concentrations exceeded 0.025 mM (Figure 2.2C, D). Among SA, 

sucralose intake decreased as a function of increasing concentration (F(6,162) = 42.63, P < 

0.0001), with lowest intakes occurring in the 1.25–5.0 mM sucralose range (Ps < 0.05). This 

effect did not differ in males and females. Water intake was greater in males than in females 

(F(1,162) = 14.51, P < 0.001) and varied by concentration (F(6,162) = 47.49, P < 0.0001), with 

highest water intakes occurring in both sexes when 0.63–5.0 mM sucralose was available (Ps < 

0.05). Although total fluid intake was greater in males than in females (F(1,27) = 39.17, P < 

0.0001), their pattern of fluid intake remained stable across the sucralose concentration curves in 

both sexes. 

 Sucralose preference was not influenced by stage of the estrous cycle in cycling female 

rats. As was observed in females tested without regard to cycle stage, cycle-synchronized rats 

displayed a decrease in sucralose preference as a function of increasing sucralose concentration 

(F(6,144) = 7.22, P < 0.0001). This preference curve was not influenced by either a main or 

interactive effect of cycle stage (F(3,144) = 1.29, F(18,144) = 1.11, respectively, n.s.). As such, data 

were collapsed across stage of the estrous cycle. Prior to categorization as SP or SA, female rats 

displayed a preference for the 0.00025 and 0.0025 mM concentrations (83.7 ± 7.3 and 74.3 ± 

10.5, respectively), indifference at the 0.025 mM concentration (58.3 ± 12.3), and avoidance at 

the 0.25–2.0 mM concentrations (range in avoidance scores: 38.4 ± 13.7–24.1 ± 11.0). Following 

categorization as SP or SA, the sucralose preference curves in females were similar to that 

observed in male rats (data not shown). 

 Prior to categorization as either SP or SA, male Long–Evans and Sprague–Dawley rats 

displayed a comparable decrease in sucralose preference as the concentration of sucralose 

increased (F(6,162) = 7.41, P < 0.0001, Figure 2.3A). At low (0.00025–0.025 mM) concentrations, 

both strains displayed a moderate preference for sucralose. At higher (0.63–5.0 mM) 

concentrations, both strains displayed a weak-to-moderate avoidance of sucralose. A breakdown 

of these data by SP/SA group revealed that the proportion of SP (6 of 16) to SA (10 of 16) in 

Long–Evans and the proportion of SP (7 of 15) to SA (8 of 15) in Sprague–Dawley rats was not 

significantly different (χ2 = 0.37, n.s.). Overall, a greater proportion of both strains were 

categorized as SA rather than SP (58% vs. 42%, respectively). Further analysis of the preference 

scores revealed an interactive effect of SP/SA group and concentration (F(6,162) = 19.16, P < 
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0.0001, Figure 2.3B). Overall, rats preferred sucralose to water at the 2 lowest concentrations. A 

significant SP/SA group difference first emerged at the 0.025 mM sucralose concentration and 

this group difference became more pronounced as the concentration of sucralose increased (Ps < 

0.05). Sucralose preference peaked at the 0.63 mM sucralose concentration in SP of both strains 

and reached a nadir in the 2.5–5.0 mM concentration range in SA of both strains. A main effect 

of rat strain was also detected (F(1,162) = 4.61, P < 0.05). This strain difference was driven by the 

greater preference scores in Long–Evans SP, relative to Sprague–Dawley SP, at the 3 highest 

concentrations of sucralose (Ps < 0.05). 

 Examination of fluid intake revealed that all SP consumed more sucralose than water 

across all 2-bottle tests (Figure 2.4A, B). Among SP, sucralose intake was greater in the Long–

Evans than Sprague–Dawley rats (F(1,66) = 15.81, P < 0.01) and influenced by concentration 

(F(6,66) = 7.76, P < 0.0001), with sucralose intakes peaking in the 0.63–1.25 mM range in both 

strains. Water intake remained low in both strains of SP. As a result, total fluid intake mirrored 

sucralose intake. Long–Evans SP consumed more total fluid than Sprague–Dawley SP (F(1,66) = 

9.83, P < 0.001) and total intakes were influenced by concentration (F(6,66) = 9.78, P < 0.0001), 

with peak fluid intakes occurring when 0.63 and 1.25 mM sucralose was available. 

 SA consumed more water than sucralose at concentrations greater than 0.025 mM (Figure 

2.4C, D). SA decreased their sucralose intake as a function of increasing concentration (F(6,96) = 

15.85, P < 0.0001), with lowest intakes occurring in the 0.63–5.0 mM range in both strains. 

Water intake increased as a function of increasing sucralose concentration (F(6,96) = 21.43, P < 

0.0001) and Long–Evans rats consumed more water than Sprague–Dawley rats (F(1,96) = 20.35, P 

< 0.001). The differences in water intake between the 2 strains drove an interactive effect of 

SP/SA group and concentration on total fluid intake (F(6,96) = 2.76, P < 0.05), with Long–Evans 

rats consuming significantly more fluid than Sprague–Dawley rats as sucralose concentration 

increased. 

2.3.2 Experiment 2 

 The use of an abbreviated (relative to Experiment 1) 2-bottle preference testing paradigm 

involving water and an ascending series of 4 sucralose concentrations revealed that 16 of the 50 

rats tested (32%) were SP (i.e., they preferred at least 3 of the 4 sucralose concentrations tested) 

and 34 of the 50 rats tested (68%) were SA (i.e., they avoided sucralose solutions that exceeded 

0.025 mM) (Figure 2.5). As in Experiment 1, sucralose preference was influenced by an 
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interactive effect of SP/SA group and concentration (F(3,144) = 30.7, P < 0.001). Preference for 

sucralose increased among SP and decreased among SA, as a function of increasing sucralose 

concentration such that SP/SA group differences were detected at 0.25 and 2.5 mM (Ps < 0.05). 

2.3.3 Experiment 3 

 Based on the non-overlapping licking responses to the highest concentration of sucralose 

during brief-access testing in the Davis rig, rats were classified as SP (emitted more than 120 

licks per 30 s) or SA (emitted fewer than 30 licks per 30-s test session). An examination of the 

number of licks across the sucralose concentration curve revealed an interactive effect of SP/SA 

group and concentration (F(7,98) = 31.79, P < 0.0001) (Figure 2.6A). While the number of licks to 

the 4 highest concentrations of sucralose was greater in SP, relative to SA, the numbers of licks 

to water and the 2 lowest concentrations of sucralose were greater in SA, relative to SP (Ps < 

0.05). The latter finding was unexpected based on previous studies involving 2-bottle preference 

tests in which SP/SA group differences were not apparent at low concentrations of sucralose. We 

reasoned, therefore, that the latter finding may have been driven by a contrast effect between 

high and low sucralose concentrations in both SA and SP. To examine this hypothesis, rats were 

retested using the first 3 solutions in the series (0, 0.00025, and 0.0025 mM sucralose). This 

analysis revealed a main effect of concentration (F(2,28) = 49.76, P < 0.001) (Figure 2.6B). The 2 

sucralose solutions elicited a greater licking response than water (Ps < 0.05), and this effect was 

similar in SP and SA. No main or interactive effects of group were detected. To further ensure 

that the decrease in licking by SA to higher concentrations of sucralose was not a result of 

malaise or learning, we compared each SA's licking response with the first presentation of each 

concentration on the first day of testing to their averaged response across all 5 days. At no 

concentration did the SA's licking responses differ between time points (F(1,16) = 2.94, n.s.). 

 Following testing in the Davis rig, rats were reclassified as SP or SA on the basis of their 

sucralose preference as tested via a series of 24-h 2-bottle preference tests for water versus 4 

concentrations of sucralose (0.0025, 0.025, 0.25, and 2.5 mM). The classification via both 

behavioral tests was identical. That is, the 7 rats classified as SP in the Davis rig were also 

classified as SP via a 2-bottle preference paradigm (mean preference score of 80 and 89 at the 2 

highest concentrations, respectively). Similarly, the 9 rats classified as SA in the Davis rig were 

also classified as SA via a 2-bottle preference paradigm (mean preference score of 31 and 26 at 

the 2 highest concentrations, respectively). 
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2.3.4 Experiment 4 

 When given the choice between water and sucralose solutions exceeding 0.025 mM, SA 

consume water almost exclusively (Sclafani and Clare 2004; Bello and Hajnal 2005). To test the 

robustness of this phenomenon, male rats were categorized as either SP or SA and then adapted 

to a 23 h/day water-deprivation schedule. These highly motivated rats were then given a series of 

brief (1 h) access one-bottle intake tests involving water and an ascending series of sucralose 

solutions. Under these conditions, fluid intake was influenced by an interactive effect of SP/SA 

group and sucralose concentration (F(4,64) = 21.09, P < 0.0001) (Table 2.1). Intakes of water and 

the 2 lowest (0.0025 and 0.025 mM) concentrations of sucralose were similar between SP and 

SA. However, at the 2 highest (0.25 and 2.5 mM) concentrations of sucralose, SA consumed less 

than SP (Ps < 0.05). In addition, SP consumed greater amounts of 0.25 and 2.5 mM sucralose, 

relative to water, whereas SA consumed less 2.5 mM sucralose, relative to water (Ps < 0.05). 

2.4 Discussion 

 Sclafani and Clare (2004) provided the first demonstration of a bimodal behavioral 

response to sucralose in rats. Using a series of 2-bottle preference tests, they reported that 

individual rats could be classified as either SP (i.e., they preferred sucralose to water over a 

range [0.63–10.0 mM] of sucralose concentrations) or SA (i.e., they displayed a profound 

avoidance of sucralose across the same range). At present, this highly variable response appears 

unique to sucralose, as a similar, natural variability has not been reported in the preferences for 

other sweeteners. Our current findings extend the existing literature examining sucralose 

preference in rats (Sclafani and Clare 2004; Bello and Hajnal 2005; Dess et al. 2009) by 

demonstrating that the bimodal behavioral response to sucralose is robust across sex, two rat 

strains, and multiple testing paradigms. 

The perception of, and subsequent preference for, a variety of sweet tastants is influenced 

by estradiol. For example, the number of licks elicited by dilute (0.025 M) sucrose solutions 

during brief-access tests is decreased by both endogenous and exogenous estradiol in female rats 

(Curtis et al. 2004; Atchley et al. 2005). This reduced behavioral response is likely mediated by 

estradiol's ability to increase the detection threshold (i.e., reduce sensitivity) for sucrose in 

female rats (Curtis et al. 2004). On the other hand, female rats display greater preference than 

male rats for more concentrated sweet solutions including glucose and saccharin (Valenstein et 

al. 1967; Wade and Zucker 1969). Taken together, these data suggest that preference for 
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sucralose may also be sexually dimorphic, with males displaying greater preference at near-

threshold concentrations and females displaying greater preference at high concentrations. 

However, our direct examination of sucralose preference in male and female rats failed to 

support this hypothesis. Preference for sucralose was virtually identical in males and females 

both prior to and after their classification as either SP or SA (Figure 2.1), the proportion of SP to 

SA (33% and 66%, respectively) was similar in males and females, and sucralose preference was 

not influenced by stage of the estrous cycle. Thus, previous reports of sex differences in the 

preference for natural and artificial sweeteners do not appear to extend to sucralose, at least 

throughout the concentration range tested here. The reasons for this are unclear but may be 

related to the concentration range and/or the possibility that sucralose may have an aversive 

component that may have obscured any sex differences. It should be noted, however, that I failed 

to see a sex difference among SP, which appear to be relatively insensitive to any aversive 

properties of sucralose. 

In the present study, I found that ∼33% of both males and females could be classified as 

SP. This finding is not consistent with a previous report that female rats were more than twice as 

likely to be classified as SP than male rats (∼50% vs. 20%, respectively) (Sclafani and Clare 

2004). These inconsistent findings are likely the result of methodological differences. Here, 

males and females were subjected to identical testing protocols. However, in a previous study 

(Sclafani and Clare 2004), females were tested across a series of increasing sucralose 

concentrations, whereas males were tested at a single concentration of sucralose (1.25 mM), 

which may have biased the results toward a greater number of SA. Our additional finding that ∼35% of a large group (n = 50) of male rats were classified as SA (Figure 2.6), provides further 

evidence that the true ratio of SP to SA is ∼35:65%. Finally, the previous study reporting the 

ratio of SP to SA in male and female rats involved Sprague–Dawley rats (Sclafani and Clare 

2004), whereas our study included both Long–Evans and Sprague–Dawley rats. While a strain 

difference may have contributed to the discrepant findings, this remains unlikely because our 

direct comparison of these 2 strains yielded few differences as discussed in greater detail below. 

The only other study to examine the influence of sex on sucralose preference involved LoS and 

HiS rats. Similar to our current findings, the authors found neither sex differences in sucralose 

preference nor sex differences in the ratio of SP to SA in these rats selectively bred for their 
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saccharin preference (Dess et al. 2009). Taken together, the available data suggest that sucralose 

preference is not sexually dimorphic in the rat. 

Although our series of 2-bottle preference tests failed to yield any sex differences in 

sucralose preference, we did observe sex differences in both sucralose and water intakes that 

were dependent upon the rats' SP/SA categorization. Males consumed more sucralose than 

females, however, this effect was only observed among SP (Figure 2.2A,B). Males also 

consumed more water than females, however, this effect was only observed among SA (Figure 

2.2C, D). Because total fluid intake was comprised mostly of sucralose in SP and water in SA, it 

is likely that the sex differences in sucralose and water intake were driven by sex differences in 

fluid intake because male rats typically consume more fluid than female rats. 

Previous studies of the rat's behavioral response to sucralose are limited to the Sprague–

Dawley strain (Sclafani and Clare 2004; Bello and Hajnal 2005; Dess et al. 2009). Here, we 

provide the first evidence that a bimodal behavioral response to sucralose also exists in Long–

Evans rats. This finding extends a previous report that preference for saccharin and sucrose are 

similar in these 2 rat strains (Tordoff et al., 2008). Further examination of the preference scores 

among individual rats revealed that the proportion of SP to SA was similar in both strains, 

suggesting that the bimodal response to sucralose is a robust phenomenon. We did, however, 

detect a strain difference among SP in which Long–Evans rats displayed greater preference for, 

and consumption of, the 3 highest concentrations of sucralose, relative to Sprague–Dawley rats 

(Figure 2.4B). This strain difference may be related to the greater variability in sucralose intake 

in Sprague–Dawley SP, relative to Long–Evans SP. Specifically, 2 of the 7 Sprague–Dawley SP 

consumed low amounts of the 2 highest sucralose concentrations but very high amounts of all 

other sucralose concentrations. As such, these 2 rats met our criterion for classification of SP 

(preference for sucralose at 5 of 7 concentrations), but their low sucralose intakes and preference 

scores at the upper end of the concentration curve drove down the overall means of the Sprague–

Dawley SP group. In contrast, similar variability in sucralose intakes and preference scores were 

not observed in Long–Evans SP. In a previous report, consumption of a 5% glucose solution was 

greater in Long–Evans rats, relative to Sprague–Dawley rats (Fregly and Rowland, 1992). This 

raises the possibility that an increase in the avidity for sweet-tasting solutions in Long–Evans rats 

may drive the more uniformly increased sucralose preference observed in Long–Evans SP, 
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relative to Sprague–Dawley SP. Additional research investigating strain differences in preference 

for sweet tastants are required to test this hypothesis directly. 

While the mechanism underlying the bimodal behavioral response to sucralose is 

unknown, we speculate that it may be related to a differential sensitivity to the orosensory effects 

of sucralose. The fact that SA display avoidance, rather than indifference, raises the possibility 

that sucralose may have an aversive taste component that is differentially sensed by SA and SP. 

Indeed, it is well established that some artificial sweeteners have a bitter aftertaste (Hoover, 

1980, Schiffman et al., 1995) and chlorinated sugars in particular (of which sucralose is one) are 

reported to have a bitter-taste quality (Shamil et al. 1987). While humans report that the bitter 

aftertaste of sucralose is about one-third that of saccharin, acesulfame K, and stevioside, they 

also report that sucralose has a bitter taste that is more than 4 times that of sucrose (Schiffman et 

al. 1995). As such, further research will be aimed at investigating the hypothesis that SA are 

more sensitive than SP to a bitter-taste quality of sucralose. Another possibility is that sucralose 

may have a metallic aftertaste that SA are more sensitive to. Previous studies have shown that 

other artificial sweeteners that are reported to have bitter and/or metallic aftertastes (e.g., 

saccharin and acesulfame K) activate the TRPV1 receptor, which is also activated by metallic 

tasting salts (Riera et al., 2007) and contributes to the reduced preference for various artificial 

sweeteners in mice (Riera et al., 2008). Finally, we cannot exclude the possibility that SA may 

have heightened sensitivity to the postingestive consequences of sucralose. This hypothesis is 

based on studies suggesting that sweet and bitter-taste receptors in the gut may have 

physiological and/or behavioral effects (Hofer et al., 1996, Mace et al., 2007, Sutherland et al., 

2007, Glendinning et al., 2008, Hao et al., 2009). Indeed, intragastric infusions of concentrated 

sucralose (40.0 mM) have been shown to decrease fluid intake in mice (Sclafani et al., 2010). 

Prior to the current study, investigations of the bimodal behavioral response to sucralose have 

been limited to 24-h 2-bottle preference tests, which would produce both orosensory and 

postingestive consequences. As such, I utilized a behavioral testing paradigm in the present study 

that minimizes postingestive feedback in order to assess the importance of the taste of sucralose 

in driving the bimodal behavioral response to sucralose observed in these rats. 

In a brief-access test like the one employed here, a solution's orosensory properties drive 

an animal's affective unconditioned licking response. Rats given brief access to concentrations of 

sucralose presented at random in our initial Davis-rig experiment produced patterns of licking 
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that partially modeled the bimodal behavioral responses obtained in 2-bottle preference tests here 

and in a previous study (Sclafani and Clare 2004). Interestingly, we found an interactive effect in 

which SP showed reduced licking to low concentrations of sucralose (0–0.0025 mM) and 

increased licking to high concentrations of sucralose (0.63–5.0 mM), relative to SA (Figure 

2.6A). The licking behavior we measured at high concentrations of sucralose is consistent with 

findings involving 2-bottle preference studies here and in previous studies (Sclafani and Clare 

2004; Bello and Hajnal 2005). Moreover, the licking pattern of SP suggests that they found the 

sucralose solutions more palatable as the concentration increased, whereas the licking pattern of 

SA suggests that they found the sucralose solutions less palatable as the concentration increased. 

Because postingestive feedback is minimized during these brief-access taste tests, I conclude that 

taste is more important than the possible postingestive effects of sucralose in driving avoidance 

in SA at high sucralose concentrations. One caveat to this conclusion is that it is based on 

averaged licking responses across 5 days of testing. Thus, it is possible that if SA experienced 

any aversive postingestive consequences on day 1 of testing, this could have driven down their 

licking behavior on subsequent testing days. In order to explore this notion, I compared the 

licking responses of SA on the first presentation of each concentration with those on each of the 

4 subsequent testing days. At no concentration did the number of licks differ across days and 

there was no tendency for SA to decrease the number of licks across the 5-day testing period. In 

fact, on the first day of testing, SA could be differentiated from SP after a single 30-s 

presentation of 5.0 mM sucralose, suggesting a rapid robust difference in the behavioral response 

to this stimulus. Taken together, these additional observations are not compatible with the notion 

that a conditioned postingestive effect of sucralose may have contributed to the reduced licking 

of SA, relative to SP. Thus, these findings strengthen my conclusion that it is the orosensory, 

rather than postingestive, effects of sucralose that contribute to sucralose avoidance in SA. 

It is surprising that there were group differences among SP and SA in the number of licks 

at the low end of the sucralose concentration curve, as a similar relationship has not been 

detected in 2-bottle preference tests. In the brief-access test, sucralose concentrations were 

presented at random to reduce the possibility of contrast effects across the range of sucralose 

concentrations. Despite this precaution, it was determined that a follow-up study was necessary 

in order to investigate whether contrast effects between low and high sucralose concentrations 

were responsible for the SP/SA group differences at the low end of the sucralose concentration 
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curve. I hypothesized that SP may have emitted fewer licks to water and the low concentrations 

of sucralose due to the availability of higher more palatable concentrations of sucralose and/or 

that SA may have emitted more licks to water and the low concentrations of sucralose as they 

found the highest sucralose concentrations less palatable. To test this hypothesis, rats received 

brief access to water and the 2 lowest (0.00025 and 0.0025 mM) sucralose concentrations from 

the first curve, presented at random. In support of the presence of contrast effects, we failed to 

detect any differences between SP and SA under these conditions (Figure 2.6B). Taken together, 

these experiments suggest that the hedonic evaluation of the 2 lowest concentrations of sucralose 

is similar in SP and SA, consistent with findings of similar preference scores among SP and SA 

within this same concentration range, as assessed in longer-term 2-bottle preference tests. In 

comparison, the divergent licking responses of SP and SA at the higher sucralose concentrations 

suggest that the 2 groups differ in their hedonic evaluation of these sucralose concentrations and 

that these group differences are likely mediated by differences in taste perception. 

The results of the present study, together with previous reports (Sclafani and Clare 2004; 

Bello and Hajnal 2005), provide compelling evidence in support of the 2-bottle preference test as 

a highly reliable method for distinguishing between SP and SA. It is not known, however, 

whether this classification holds up under alternative conditions in which rats are highly 

motivated to consume fluids. In order to address this question, fluid-deprived SP and SA were 

given a series of 1-bottle tests containing an ascending series of sucralose concentrations. 

Despite their highly motivated state, SA continued to consume less of the 2 highest 

concentrations of sucralose (0.25 and 2.5 mM), relative to SP. At the highest sucralose 

concentration, SA not only consumed less fluid than SP, but they also consumed significantly 

less fluid relative to their own baseline water intake. In comparison, SP consumed more of the 2 

highest sucralose concentrations, relative to their baseline water intake (Table 2.1). These 

findings demonstrate that the avoidance demonstrated by SA in the 2-bottle test is a powerful 

enough phenomenon to reduce intake while the rat is fluid deprived. These findings, together 

with the findings of the brief-access tests, suggest that SA detect a negative taste quality in 

sucralose that is not detected by SP. 

Understanding natural variation in taste perception has become increasingly valuable in 

describing human variation as we learn more about how these differences interact with other 

behaviors. For example, there is a growing literature suggesting that the ability to taste the bitter 
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compound 6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP) covaries with perception of other tastants in humans 

(Bartoshuk, 1979, Chang et al., 2006, Hayes and Duffy, 2007) and there is evidence that this 

variation may also affect food choice (Tepper, 2008, Tepper et al., 2009, Keller et al., 2010). 

Less obvious connections have been made between variations in taste perception and high-risk 

behaviors. Rats that have been selectively bred for increased avidity for sweet-tasting solutions 

also demonstrate increased impulsivity, increased cocaine self-administration, and increased 

ethanol intake (Dess et al., 1998, Perry et al., 2007, Anker et al., 2008). In addition, rats bred for 

high and low preference for saccharin have served as models for the study of drug abuse and, 

conversely, rats bred for increased intake of drugs and alcohol demonstrate an increased avidity 

for a number of sweet-tasting substances (reviewed in Carroll et al., 2008). That rats can be 

easily categorized as either SP or SA across sex, strain, testing paradigm, and fluid state suggest 

that the rat's bimodal behavioral response to sucralose is the result of a highly consistent set of 

behaviors rather than subtle individual differences in intake. Such extreme natural variation in 

taste preference has rarely been reported in rats. Additional work is required to determine 

whether SA and SP will serve as an animal model for examining differences in taste sensitivity, 

but I am hopeful as the ability to utilize natural variation within the rat has the potential to 

increase our understanding of the involvement of taste in guiding ingestive behavior with 

implications for clinical nutrition, weight management, and the development of chronic diseases. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

PREFERENCE FOR SUCRALOSE PREDICTS BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO 

SWEET AND BITTERSWEET TASTANTS 

3.1 Introduction 

 Individual differences in taste sensitivity can influence dietary choice, leading to 

phenotypic variation in the acceptance and avoidance of a number of foods (Drewnowski and 

Rock, 1995, Duffy and Bartoshuk, 2000). Humans, for example, display genetic variation in their 

ability to taste low concentrations of 6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP), reporting either a moderate to 

strong bitter taste or no taste at all (for review, see Bartoshuk et al., 1994). Some studies have 

shown that this ability to taste PROP is associated with greater sensitivity to certain bitter and 

sweet tasting compounds, oral irritants, and the perception of creaminess in fats (e.g., Bartoshuk 

et al., 1994, Prescott et al., 2001, Chang et al., 2006, Hayes and Duffy, 2007). There is also some 

evidence that PROP tasters report decreased hedonic evaluation of certain sweet and bitter 

tastants, high concentrations of saccharin, cruciferous vegetables, coffee, and alcohol, all relative 

to PROP nontasters (Bartoshuk, 1979, Kaminski et al., 2000, Yeomans et al., 2007). Although 

the degree to which this variation in taste sensitivity can be uniquely attributed to genetic 

variation in PROP sensitivity has been questioned (see Lim et al., 2008), the existing human 

literature supports the notion that variation in the perception of one tastant can affect the hedonic 

evaluation of other tastants, even those differing in taste quality. In particular, genetic variation 

in the genes encoding receptors responsible for bitter taste perception (T2Rs) is associated with 

variation in responsiveness to multiple tastants (Pronin et al., 2007, Roudnitzky et al., 2011). 

Additionally, rats that have been selectively bred for either high or low preference for saccharin 

(HiS and LoS, respectively) differ not only in their acceptance of saccharin solutions but also in 

their consumption of sucrose solutions adulterated with quinine hydrochloride (QHCl) and 

ethanol (Dess et al., 1998, Dess, 2000). 

Artificial sweeteners, including saccharin and acesulfame-K, elicit a bitter side taste that 

is particularly evident at high concentrations (Bartoshuk, 1979, Schiffman et al., 1995, Pronin et 

al., 2007). Recent studies have shown that individual differences in the perception of this bitter 

side-taste are associated with genetic variation in Tas2Rs. For example, allelic variation in 

T2R31 accounts for phenotypic variation in the response to both saccharin and acesulfame-K 

(Roudnitzky et al., 2011). This perception of an aversive side-taste has likely contributed to the 
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growing trend to replace these artificial sweeteners with newer products such as sucralose. 

Because sucralose is derived from sucrose, it might be expected to have a more acceptable 

sucrose-like taste quality than saccharin and acesulfame-K.  

I have just provided the first systematic examination of the rat’s variable response to 

sucralose (Chapter 2). In that study, a large cohort of rats was tested in a series of 24-h 2-bottle 

preference tests involving water versus an ascending series of sucralose solutions (0.0025–5 

mM). Approximately one-third of the rats preferred sucralose over water across the entire 

concentration range and were classified as sucralose preferrers (SP). The remaining two-thirds of 

rats avoided concentrations of sucralose ≥0.025 mM and were classified as sucralose avoiders 

(SA). This bimodal preference/avoidance profile was observed in both sexes and two strains of 

rats (Long–Evans and Sprague–Dawley). Rats were also given a series of brief-access (30-s) 

tests involving random presentations of varying concentrations of sucralose solutions. Licking 

was reduced in SA, relative to SP, at sucralose concentrations ranging from 0.63 to 5 mM. 

Because this paradigm minimizes postingestive feedback, the decline in sucralose-elicited 

licking in SA is likely the result of taste-guided behavior, with reduced licking reflecting a 

decrease in the perceived palatability (Davis, 1973). Finally, I conducted a series of 1-h, 1-bottle 

intake tests in 23-h water-deprived (i.e., highly motivated) rats. Intakes were significantly 

reduced in SA, relative to SP, at concentrations of sucralose >0.25 mM, suggesting that sucralose 

avoidance is a robust trait in SA. Taken together, these findings suggest that sucralose avoidance 

is driven by an aversive side taste that is detected by SA, but may not be detected by SP. 

To investigate this hypothesis, the current study examined whether SP and SA differ in 

their preference for taste solutions characterized as sweet at low concentrations but having an 

aversive side taste at higher concentrations. First, I conducted 2-bottle preference tests involving 

water and an ascending series of saccharin solutions. Saccharin was chosen because it activates 

T2Rs associated with the perception of bitter taste and elicits reports of a bitter or metallic off-

taste in humans at the high end of the range of saccharin concentrations tested here (Schiffman et 

al., 1995, Kuhn et al., 2004). I have also conducted 2-bottle preference tests involving water and 

a 0.25 M sucrose solution adulterated with increasing concentrations of QHCl. Sucrose–QHCl 

solutions were chosen in order to directly manipulate the intensity of a ‘bitter’ taste component 

of the test solution. Unlike saccharin solutions, which increase in perceived sweetness and 

bitterness as a function of increasing concentration (Schiffman et al., 1995), only the perceived 
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‘bitterness’ of the sucrose–QHCl mixture should increase as a function of increasing QHCl 

concentration. In a second experiment, I examined whether SP and SA differ in their 

unconditioned licking responses to basic taste stimuli, presented during brief-access tests that 

provide an estimation of the relative palatability of varying concentrations of a given taste 

stimulus (Davis, 1973). The affective licking responses of SP and SA were monitored during 

presentations of a prototypical ‘sweet’ stimulus (sucrose), a prototypical ‘bitter’ stimulus 

(QHCl), and a stimulus that is typically preferred at low concentrations and then avoided at 

higher concentrations in the absence of a change in taste quality (sodium chloride [NaCl]). 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Animals and Housing 

 Fifty-two male Long–Evans rats (Charles River Breeding Laboratory, weighing 225–250 

g) were individually housed in a temperature and humidity controlled room maintained on a 

12:12 h lighting cycle. All rats had ad libitum access to chow (Purina, 5001) and D.I. H2O 

throughout the study, unless otherwise noted. Animal usage and experimental protocols were 

approved by The Florida State University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 

Two-bottle preference tests were conducted in custom polycarbonate home cages. The 

front panel of these cages allows simultaneous access to 2 fluid bottles equipped with ball-tip 

spouts. A food cup, positioned equidistant from the 2 drinking spouts, provides access to 

powdered chow. Brief-access licking tests were conducted in a Davis rig (Davis MS80 Rig; 

Dilog Instruments and Systems; see Chapter 2.2.5). Rats were classified as either SP or SA 

utilizing the methods identical to those described in Chapter 2.2.6.  

3.2.2 Stimuli 

 All solutions were prepared fresh daily by dissolving sucralose (Tate & Lyle), reagent-

grade chemicals (Sigma Aldrich), and sucrose (Publix) in deionized water. Preference test 

stimuli consisted of sucralose solutions (0.0025, 0.025, 0.25, and 2.5 mM), saccharin sodium 

solutions (4, 14.5, 21, 31, 41.5, and 52 mM), and a 0.25 M sucrose base solution adulterated with 

varying concentration of QHCl (0.015, 0.03, 0.06, 0.13, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mM). Brief-access test 

stimuli consisted of sucrose and NaCl solutions (0.015, 0.03, 0.06, 0.13, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 M for 

both) and QHCl solutions (0.015, 0.03, 0.06, 0.13, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mM). Solution 

concentrations were chosen to overlap with those used in previous research (Chapter 2; Sclafani 

and Clare, 2004). 
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3.2.3 Experiment 1 

Preference for saccharin and sucrose–QHCl solutions was assessed via a series of 24-h 2-

bottle preference tests. One group (n = 7 SP and 9 SA) was given access to water and an 

ascending series of saccharin solutions (4.0–52.0 mM). A second group (n = 7 SP and 13 SA) 

was given access to water and a 0.25 M sucrose base solution adulterated with an ascending 

series of QHCl concentrations (0.015–1.0 mM). Water and taste solutions (saccharin or sucrose–

QHCl) were presented for 2 days before testing the next concentration in the series. Water and 

taste solution intakes were monitored daily and bottle position was alternated each day. 

3.2.4 Experiment 2 

Unconditioned licking responses to 3 basic tastants (NaCl, QHCl, and sucrose, in order of 

testing) were examined in the Davis rig. Rats (n = 7 SP and 9 SA) were maintained on a 23-h 

fluid-deprivation schedule throughout the training period and during tests involving NaCl and 

QHCl (1-h water access was provided 2 h after testing in the Davis rig). During sucrose testing, 

rats were given ad libitum access to water. On the first day of training, individual rats were 

placed in the Davis rig for 15 min and given free access to one tube containing water. On the 

second day of training, each of the 8 tubes contained water and were presented one at a time 

across 3 randomized blocks. This was done to accustom the rats to the sound of the shutter and 

the movement of the platform. Each rat was given 60 s to initiate a lick to each tube presentation. 

Following the initial lick, each tube was available for 30 s before the next tube was presented. If 

a rat did not make a lick during the initial 60 s that presentation was counted as a 0 in the data 

analysis. During testing, rats were exposed to the day 2 training protocol, but each of the 8 tubes 

contained either water or 1 of 7 concentrations of the basic tastant presented one at a time across 

3 randomized blocks. This procedure was repeated daily for a total of 5 days per tastant, and the 

number of licks to water and each tastant concentration were recorded and averaged. Rats were 

given a 5-day rest period before testing the next tastant in the series. 

3.2.5 Data Analyses 

 Intakes during 2-bottle preference tests (Experiment 1) were monitored daily and then 

averaged across the 2 test days of each solution concentration. Average preference for each 

solution concentration was calculated by dividing average solution intake by average total fluid 

(solution and water) intake and expressing the scores as a percentage. Preference scores were 

analyzed by 2-factor mixed-design (SP/SA group × concentration) analyses of variance 
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(ANOVAs). Fluid intake was analyzed by 3-factor (SP/SA group × fluid × concentration) mixed-

design ANOVAs. Data collected in the Davis rig (Experiment 2) are presented as the average 

number of licks during all 3 presentations across all 5 testing days (i.e., data represent an average 

of 15 presentations per concentration). The mean number of licks was analyzed by 2-factor 

mixed-design (SP/SA group × concentration) ANOVAs. For both experiments, significant main 

or interactive effects (P < 0.05) were examined using Tukey’s honestly significant difference 

tests. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Experiment 1 

 Preference for saccharin decreased as a function of increasing concentration in all rats 

(F(5,70) = 40.78, P < 0.0001). However, this decline in saccharin preference differed in SP and SA 

(F(1,14) = 5.44, P < 0.05, Figure 3.1). Post hoc tests revealed that the first reliable decrease in 

preference occurred at a lower saccharin concentration in SA, relative to SP (31 vs. 41.5 mM, 

respectively, Ps < 0.05). In addition, preference for the 2 highest concentrations of saccharin was 

decreased in SA, relative to SP (Ps < 0.05). Additional analyses at the 2 highest saccharin 

concentrations revealed that fluid intake was differentially affected by sucralose preference 

(F(1,14) = 5.12, P < 0.05, Figure 3.2). At both concentrations, SA consumed less saccharin and 

more water than SP (Ps < 0.05). 

 Preference for sucrose–QHCl solutions decreased as a function of increasing QHCl 

adulteration, however, the magnitude of this effect was differentially influenced by sucralose 

preference (F(6,108) = 2.30, P < 0.05, Figure 3.3). Post-hoc tests revealed that the first reliable 

decrease in the preference for sucrose–QHCl solutions occurred at a lower concentration of 

QHCl adulteration in SA, relative to SP (0.13 vs. 0.5 mM, respectively, Ps < 0.05). In addition, 

preference for sucrose–QHCl solutions adulterated with the 2 highest concentrations of QHCl 

was decreased in SA, relative to SP (Ps < 0.05). Additional analyses involving sucrose–QHCl 

solutions containing the 2 highest concentrations of QHCl adulteration revealed that fluid intake 

was differentially affected by sucralose preference (F(1,18) = 6.67, P < 0.05, Figure 3.4). At both 

concentrations, SA consumed less of the sucrose–QHCl solutions and more water than SP (Ps < 

0.05). 
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3.3.2 Experiment 2 

 The number of licks elicited by NaCl and QHCl solutions decreased as a function of 

increasing concentration (F(7,98) = 28.18 and 124.40, respectively, Ps < 0.0001; Figure 3.5). 

During tests involving NaCl, all rats displayed decreased licking at the 2 highest concentrations 

of NaCl, relative to water and the lower NaCl concentrations (Ps < 0.05). During tests involving 

QHCl, all rats displayed a progressive decrease in the number of licks to QHCl, relative to water 

(Ps < 0.05). The number of licks elicited by NaCl and QHCl solutions was not influenced by 

main or interactive effects of sucralose preference (F-values = 0.81–2.63, n.s.). 

 The number of licks elicited by sucrose solutions was influenced by an interactive effect 

of sucralose preference and concentration (F(7,98) = 2.88, P < 0.01; Figure 3.6). Although both 

groups displayed a progressive increase in the number of licks as the concentration of sucrose 

increased (Ps < 0.05), the acceptability threshold, defined as the lowest sucrose concentration 

that elicited significantly more licks than water, was lower in SA, relative to SP (0.06 vs. 0.13 M, 

respectively, Ps < 0.05). In addition, there was a tendency for SA to consume more of the 0.06 M 

and less of the 0.5 and 1.0 M sucrose solutions, relative to SP, although these group differences 

failed to reach statistical significance. 

3.4 Discussion 

 Here, I have extended the findings in Chapter 2 by demonstrating that acceptance and 

intakes of saccharin and QHCl-adulterated sucrose solutions are decreased in SA, relative to SP. 

I have also provided evidence that the acceptability threshold for sucrose solutions during brief-

access licking tests is lower in SA, relative to SP. 

A growing literature suggests that sucralose may have an aversive side taste that some 

rats (i.e., SA) are more sensitive to than others (i.e., SP). First, SA display avoidance, rather than 

indifference, toward sucralose solutions that are highly preferred by SP in 2-bottle preference 

tests (Sclafani and Clare 2004; Bello and Hajnal 2005; Chapter 2). Second, sucralose-elicited 

licking responses during brief-access (30-s) tests, which offer an indication of the palatability of 

the test solution (Davis 1973), are decreased in SA, relative to SP (Chapter 2). Third, 

consumption of sucralose solutions is decreased in SA, relative to SP, even when sucralose is the 

only fluid available during 1-bottle intake tests conducted in highly motivated rats maintained on 

a 23-h water-deprivation schedule (Chapter 2). In the current study, we investigated whether SP 

and SA also differ in their preference for saccharin solutions, which elicit reports of a bitter side-
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taste at the upper end of the concentration range used in the current study (Schiffman et al. 

1995). My findings replicate previous reports of an inverse relationship between saccharin 

concentration and preference in rats (Nachman, 1959, Smith, 2000) and provide the first 

demonstration that the avoidance and decreased intake of saccharin solutions ≥41.5 mM are 

increased in SA, relative to SP. These findings suggest that SA are more sensitive than SP to an 

aversive (presumably bitter) taste component that decreases the acceptance of high 

concentrations of saccharin in rats. Of course, these results do not rule out the possibility that SP 

may be more motivated by the reinforcing ‘sweet’-like properties of the saccharin solution 

despite the increasing contribution of the aversive ‘bitter’-like properties. 

The perceived sweet and bitter taste components of saccharin solutions increase as a 

function of increasing concentration (Schiffman et al. 1995). To provide a more direct measure 

of variation in the perception of the ‘bitter’-like taste component of a binary (bittersweet) 

solution, SP and SA were given a series of 2-bottle preference tests involving a 0.25 M sucrose 

solution adulterated with increasing concentrations of QHCl. Similar to my findings involving 

saccharin solutions, SA displayed decreased acceptance and intake of sucrose–QHCl solutions 

within the upper end of the concentration range, relative to SP. This provides additional support 

for the hypothesis that SA are more sensitive than SP to the ‘bitter’ taste component of 

bittersweet solutions. Because both saccharin and sucrose–QHCl solutions elicit a dual-opponent 

taste in rats (Hsiao and Fan, 1993, Smith, 2000), our findings suggest that sucralose may also 

elicit a dual taste that is detected by SA, but not by SP. However, the 2-bottle preference testing 

paradigm used to categorize rats as SP or SA in the current study raises the possibility that any 

postingestive effects of sucralose consumption could have generalized to subsequently tested 

solutions. However, the likelihood that postingestive generalization mediated the decreased 

acceptance of saccharin and QHCl-adulterated sucrose solutions in SA is diminished by my 

earlier demonstration that sucralose avoidance can be detected in sucralose-naive rats within the 

first 30 s of a brief-access licking test, which minimizes any postingestive effects of the test 

solution (Chapter 2). Thus, orosensory feedback alone appears sufficient to drive the differing 

behavioral phenotypes of SP and SA, at least with respect to sucralose. Nevertheless, in order to 

eliminate the possibility of postingestive generalization, the acceptance of bittersweet solutions 

should be assessed in SP and SA following categorization via brief-access licking tests. Again, 

my findings do not rule out the possibility that SP may be more motivated than SA by the 
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‘sweet’-like component of the solutions tested here. However, one would predict that a decreased 

hedonic response to a ‘sweet’-like taste would result in an indifference to sucralose and other 

bittersweet solutions rather than the marked avoidance observed in the current and previous 

studies (Sclafani and Clare 2004; Bello and Hajnal 2005; Chapter 2). Thus, the most 

parsimonious explanation seems to be that SA perceive an aversive taste in sucralose solutions 

that SP are considerably less sensitive to and that this individual variation predicts the acceptance 

of solutions containing a ‘bitter’-like taste component. 

Previous studies have shown that binary mixtures of bitter and sweet tastants exert a 

suppressive effect on the reported bitterness and sweetness of the resulting bittersweet solutions. 

In humans, the perceived sweetness and bitterness of sucrose–QHCl solutions applied to the 

lingual surface is less than the perceived intensities of either stimulus presented alone 

(Bartoshuk, 1975). Interestingly, humans who are sensitive to the bitter taste of PROP are not 

only less accepting of high concentrations of saccharin (Bartoshuk 1979), but they are also more 

sensitive to the sweetness suppression elicited by sucrose–QHCl mixtures, relative to PROP 

nontasters (Prescott et al. 2001). It has also been shown that activity in sucrose-responsive fibers 

(S-fibers) in the chorda tympani (CT) nerve is significantly suppressed by the addition of QHCl 

to a taste mixture perfused across the tongue of golden hamsters (Formaker et al., 1997). Thus, it 

is possible that individual variation in the processing of sensory information may contribute to 

variation in the rat's sensitivity to aversive taste components of taste mixtures. In support of this 

notion, genetic variation in saccharin preference results in decreased avidity for sucrose–QHCl 

mixtures, sucralose, and ethanol solutions in LoS rats, relative to HiS rats (Dess et al. 1998; Dess 

2000; Dess et al. 2009). Interestingly, ethanol solutions have been shown to generalize to 

sucrose–QHCl mixtures in conditioned taste aversion experiments (Kiefer and Mahadevan 

1993), suggesting a similar ‘bittersweet’ taste quality and perhaps a similar neural mechanism 

contributing to the decreased acceptance of these solutions. Taken together, these individual 

differences in behavioral and electrophysiological findings may provide a common physiological 

mechanism contributing to the increased sensitivity to the aversive properties of bittersweet 

solutions purportedly shared by human tasters of PROP, LoS rats, and SA. 

The second goal of the current study was to determine whether SP and SA differ in their 

affective responses to basic tastants (NaCl, QHCl, and sucrose) presented during brief-access 

(30-s) licking tests. This particular paradigm was chosen because it minimizes postingestive 
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effects and thus provides a more direct measure of the palatability of a taste solution (Davis 

1973). Moreover, my previous work (Chapter 2) has shown that rats can be categorized as SP or 

SA based solely upon their hedonic licking responses during brief (30 s) presentations of 

concentrations of sucralose that are avoided by SA in 2-bottle preference tests (e.g., 2.5 mM). 

Thus, brief-access tests are sufficiently robust to elucidate differences in behavioral orosensory 

phenotypes. Both the NaCl and QHCl solutions elicited concentration-dependent licking 

responses that decreased as a function of increasing stimulus concentration, consistent with 

previous studies (Breslin et al., 1993, St John et al., 1994, Brasser et al., 2005). However, we did 

not detect any group differences in the number of licks displayed by SP and SA. Thus, under the 

current test conditions, individual variability in sucralose preference is not predictive of 

differential hedonic responding to NaCl or QHCl solutions. Although SA appear more sensitive 

than SP to the ‘bitter’-like taste component of bittersweet solutions assessed during 24-h 2-bottle 

preference tests, this increased sensitivity did not translate to a difference in acceptability of 

solutions containing varying concentrations of QHCl alone. This discrepancy may be related to 

the fact that all rats were fluid deprived during the brief-access tests and thus were highly 

motivated to lick to any solution presented. This increased motivation may have masked any 

latent group differences in the hedonic responding to QHCl in SP and SA. Future studies 

involving intraoral delivery of tastants to fluid-replete SP and SA utilizing the taste-reactivity 

paradigm should prove useful in determining whether individual differences in sucralose 

preference affect the hedonic responses to purely ‘bitter’ tastants like QHCl. 

In the current study, brief-access tests involving sucrose solutions elicited concentration-

dependent licking responses that increased as a function of increasing sucrose concentration, 

consistent with previous studies (Davis, 1973). However, the acceptability threshold, defined as 

the lowest sucrose concentration that elicited significantly more licks than water, was lower in 

SA, relative to SP. Thus, SA appear more sensitive than SP to dilute concentrations of sucrose. 

Our findings are similar to previous reports that C57BL/6J “taster” mice, which express a 

polymorphism in the Tas1r3 gene, display increased sensitivity to the hedonic properties of 

dilute sucrose solutions, relative to 129P3/J “nontaster” mice (Dotson and Spector, 2004, 

Glendinning et al., 2005). We also noted a tendency for a reduction in sucrose-elicited licking in 

SA, relative to SP, at the 2 highest concentrations tested here. This is similar to previous reports 

that LoS and C57BL/6J taster mice display decreased acceptance of concentrated sucrose 
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solutions relative to HiS and 129P3/J non-taster mice, respectively (Dess, 2000, Sclafani, 2006). 

The emerging similarities in the behavioral response to sucrose among SA, LoS rats, and 

C57BL/6J taster mice highlights a need for additional investigations of the relative sensitivity to 

‘sweet’-like tastes in SP and SA rats. 

The individual variation in sucralose preference identified here and in previous studies 

(Sclafani and Clare 2004; Bello and Hajnal 2005; Chapter 2) appears to represent a biologically 

meaningful division. In the current study, I have demonstrated that SA are not only more 

sensitive to the aversive component of bittersweet solutions that drives down their acceptance in 

2-bottle preference tests but that they are also more sensitive to the reinforcing orosensory 

properties of dilute sucrose solutions. Interestingly, this increased sensitivity may be 

accompanied by reduced hedonic evaluation of more concentrated ‘sweet’ solutions in a manner 

similar to human tasters of PROP, LoS rats, and taster mice. Our finding that SP and SA do not 

differ in their unconditioned licking responses to QHCl solutions suggests that sucralose 

avoidance is not mediated simply by heightened sensitivity to ‘bitter’ taste (as assayed via 

QHCl). Rather, it appears likely that the differential acceptance of bittersweet mixtures is driven 

by a more complex interplay between ‘bitter’- and ‘sweet’-like taste components. Additional 

studies are necessary to determine whether there is a shared physiological mechanism that results 

in the similar hedonic responses observed across species and rodent strains as a function of their 

acceptance and intakes of various tastants. There is a clear need to understand the mechanism 

underlying individual differences in taste perception, which have been shown to predict a 

number of less obviously correlated behavioral phenomena such as impulsivity, drug seeking 

behavior, and risk taking behaviors (Dess et al., 1998, Perry et al., 2007, Anker et al., 2008, 

Carroll et al., 2008). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DETERMINANTS OF TASTE PREFERENCE AND ACCEPTABILITY: 

QUALITY VERSUS HEDONICS 

4.1 Introduction 

Gustatory afferents and their relays project to a number of distinct brain structures, 

resulting in complex contributions to various behavioral and physiological outputs (for review, 

see Spector and Glendinning, 2009). Many taste compounds have rewarding or aversive 

characteristics in addition to their perceptual qualitative features. The processes underlying these 

sensory and hedonic properties are thought to some extent to involve different neural circuits. 

Although there are many behavioral testing paradigms used with animal models capable of 

discerning the motivational valence of a taste stimulus (i.e., palatability), it is more challenging 

to infer the perceptual features of a chemical compound independent of its hedonic 

characteristics. Arguably, the ability to dissociate between the sensory and motivational 

consequences of a given neural, pharmacological, or genetic manipulation on taste-related 

behavior is essential for a full understanding of the functional organization of the gustatory 

system and the general circuitry underlying reward. If one animal prefers a stimulus and another 

avoids it, it may be that the compound has different perceptual qualities to the respective tasters, 

leading to different hedonic evaluations. Alternatively, it may be that the perceived taste quality 

is identical, but the way the signals are processed by putative reward circuits differs. 

Accordingly, whether the reported phenotypic variation in the preference for artificial 

sweeteners is due to differences in the processing of taste quality or reward remains to be 

elucidated (Sclafani and Clare, 2004, Inoue et al., 2007, Carroll et al., 2008; Chapters 2 and 3). 

Because artificial sweeteners are reported by humans to have both sweet and bitter qualities that 

depend on the concentration (Schiffman et al., 1995, Horne et al., 2002), if the relative strength 

of those components varies between animals, then the gustatory signal being processed by 

reward circuits may not necessarily be the same and therefore could be the basis of the observed 

phenotypic variation. 

Here I have used a novel approach, inspired by the earlier work of Morrison (1967) and a 

more recently modified application of this technique (Grobe and Spector, 2008), to 

psychophysically address whether the phenotypic difference in the palatability of sucralose can 

be explained by differences in the perceived quality of the stimulus. Specifically, I have used 
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taste quality as a discriminative cue to guide operant responding. Rats were first categorized as 

SP or SA and then trained, in a custom gustometer, to respond one way if the sampled stimulus 

was quinine and another way if it was sucrose. Thus, I trained animals to report how much a 

given stimulus (such as sucralose), presented on test probe trials, qualitatively tasted like sucrose 

or quinine, without relying on the hedonic characteristics of the stimuli to drive responding. 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Animals and Housing 

 Naive adult male Long–Evans rats (Charles River) were classified as SA (n = 5) or SP (n 

= 4) using a previously reported 24 h two-bottle preference protocol (Chapter 2.2.6). All rats 

were individually housed in polycarbonate cages in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room 

with a 12 h light cycle (lights on 0700–1900). Each rat had ad libitum access to pelleted lab 

chow (Purina 5001) in its home cage. Training and testing sessions were conducted Monday 

through Friday. Water was removed 15–20 h before the first session and was returned after 

completion of the last session of a given week. All procedures were approved by the Florida 

State University Animal Care and Use Committee. 

4.2.2 Stimuli 

 All training and test solutions were prepared daily with deionized reverse osmosis (RO) 

water, reagent grade chemicals (Sigma Aldrich), and commercial grade sucrose (Publix). All 

stimuli were presented at room temperature. Training stimuli consisted of 30, 100, and 300 mM 

sucrose and 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 mM quinine hydrochloride (QHCl. During discrimination training, 

it was clear that animals performed substantially worse on the lowest sucrose solution, so a 

decision was made to double each sucrose concentration (60, 200, 600 mM), which successfully 

improved performance; these sucrose concentrations, along with those listed above for quinine, 

are referred to hereafter as the standard stimuli. Test stimuli consisted of 0.0025, 0.025, 0.25, 2.5, 

5.0, 10, 20, 40, and 80 mM sucralose (Tate and Lyle); 100 mM NaCl; artificial saliva (15 mM 

NaCl, 22 mM KCl, 3 mM CaCl2, 0.6 mM MgCl2); four sucrose base solutions (75, 150, 300, 

600 mM) adulterated with each of four QHCl concentrations (0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0 mM); and Dasani 

bottled water (Coca-Cola). 
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4.2.3 Experiment 1 

4.2.3.1 Training - Spout training.  

For a detailed description of the testing apparatus, see Spector et al. (1990) and Grobe 

and Spector (2008). Rats were initially trained to lick a dry sample stimulus delivery spout 

centrally located through a slot in the side wall of the test chamber. After two licks, in which the 

interlick interval was ≤250 ms, a predetermined aliquot of fluid from one of several reservoirs 

was deposited in the sample spout. Once the spout was filled, rats could elicit up to five more 

licks (receiving ∼5 μl of fluid per lick) during the 3 s sample period before the sample delivery 

spout rotated out of place and was rinsed with water. Rats were given access to only the central 

sample delivery spout, the left reinforcement spout, or the right reinforcement spout for a given 

session, all of which provided water. This served to familiarize the rats with the opportunity to 

obtain fluid from each spout. All rats had access to the same spout on any given day and training 

lasted for 3 d, 1 d per spout. The duration of these training sessions and all others to follow was 

40 min. 

Side training. 

In a counterbalanced fashion, rats were trained to associate a given reinforcement spout 

with a standard stimulus (sucrose or quinine) so that one stimulus was assigned to the left 

reinforcement spout and the other stimulus was assigned to the right reinforcement spout. Only 

one standard stimulus was presented per rat per day and only the highest concentration of each 

training compound was used (300 mM sucrose or 1.0 mM QHCl). The stimulus used was 

alternated for every rat, and animals were tested on the subsequent day with the other stimulus. 

Following stimulus sampling, each rat was given 180 s (limited hold) to make a response on their 

assigned reinforcement spout. The unused spout was removed from the cage for that particular 

training day. If the rat responded on the reinforcement spout within the limited hold, that 

response was reinforced with 20 licks (or 10 s access, whichever came first) of water. The 

reinforcement volume and duration were kept constant across every stage of training and testing. 

Regardless of the outcome (response or no response), there was a 6 s intertrial interval. Side 

training lasted a total of 4 d, consisting of 2 d of training for each stimulus/spout assignment. 

Alternation. 

Both the left and right reinforcement spouts were available during this phase of training. 

Alternation training sessions consisted of presentation of one of two standard stimuli (300 mM 
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sucrose or 1.0 mM QHCl) repeatedly until a criterion number of correct responses occurred (6, 4, 

or 2 on training days 1, 2, and 3, respectively), after which the other stimulus was presented and 

the animal was required to reach the same criterion before the original stimulus was returned. 

The correct responses did not have to occur sequentially. The limited hold for alternation training 

was reduced from 180 to 15 s and a 10 s timeout was delivered in the case of an incorrect 

response or failure to make a response. 

Discrimination training I–III. 

For stage I of discrimination training, the intermediate concentration of each standard 

stimulus (100 mM sucrose and 0.3 mM QHCl) was presented in randomized blocks. Animals 

were required to make a choice about the taste quality of the sample stimulus by responding on 

one of the two reinforcement spouts. Rats were given 15 s to respond after sampling and 

incorrect responses or no responses were punished with a 10 s timeout. After reaching a set 

criterion (80% correct for each stimulus), animals moved on to stage II. 

During stage II of discrimination training, all three concentrations of both QHCl and 

sucrose were presented in blocks of six randomized trials (without replacement). The timeout for 

an incorrect response was increased to 20 s. Because animals had reached 80% correct responses 

for all stimuli but the lowest sucrose concentration, all rats were advanced to stage III of 

discrimination training and each of the three sucrose concentrations was doubled. 

During stage III, a partial reinforcement schedule was instituted such that ∼15% of the 

total trials were unreinforced in the case of a correct response. This was done in anticipation of 

the testing paradigm in which presentation of a test stimulus would not be reinforced or 

punished. The duration of the limited hold for stage III was reduced to 5 s. The timeout for 

responses on the incorrect reinforcement spout was removed but remained in the instance where 

a rat did not respond by the end of the limited hold; the timeout duration was increased to 30 s. 

This was done to promote the initiation of a larger number of trials within the 40 min testing 

session and because the animals were responding at very high levels of performance to the 

standards. Animals were run in stage III until it was determined that the partial reinforcement 

schedule and the removal of the punishment for incorrect responses did not interfere with the 

ability of each rat to perform at or above 80% correct responding overall. Stage III 

discrimination training parameters served as a training refresher on the Monday sessions during 

testing. There was a total of 65 training sessions across all phases for each rat. 
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4.2.3.2 Testing - The testing phase modeled stage III discrimination training though the 

unreinforced test stimuli were introduced on Tuesday–Friday of each week; these test stimulus 

trials constituted ∼15% of the total trials per test day in addition to the reinforced sucrose and 

QHCl standards. During a given 4-d-testing week, four separate concentrations of sucralose 

(presented in ascending order) were presented one per day and then that week of testing was 

repeated the following week before moving to the next block of sucralose concentrations so that 

each concentration was tested twice on noncontiguous days. As we had an uneven number of 

sucralose concentrations, 80 mM sucralose was tested in a block with RO water. On the second 

week of sucralose testing of the lowest four concentrations, the order of testing for 0.0025 mM 

and 0.025 mM concentrations was unintentionally switched. The sessions with 100 mM NaCl, 

Dasani water, and artificial saliva serving as test stimuli followed the phase of testing with the 

sucralose concentrations. These testing sessions emulated sucralose testing with each of the three 

stimuli (100 mM NaCl, Dasani water, and artificial saliva in order of testing) presented on a 

given day and that same block repeated the following week. After those weeks of testing, each of 

the four sucrose base solutions were tested in separate weeks (600, 300, 150, 75 mM in order of 

testing), with each of four quinine adulterations constituting one of the 4 d within a week (tested 

in ascending order). 

Water control sessions 

To ensure that animals were responding solely to the chemical properties of the training 

stimuli, two water control sessions were conducted in which each reservoir was filled with RO 

water and arbitrarily assigned as one of the three concentrations of each standard stimulus. There 

were 53 total test sessions across all phases for each rat. 

4.2.4 Experiment 2 

I examined the unconditioned affective licking response of each animal using a 

commercially purchased lickometer called a Davis rig (MS80; DiLog Instruments). The 

apparatus was a slightly modified version of that utilized in Chapter 2.2.5. Similarly, this Davis 

rig consists of a polycarbonate cage with a wire mesh floor and a centrally located opening that 

is occluded by a computer-controlled shutter (Smith, 2001). A computer-controlled sliding table, 

with 16 fluid reservoirs connected to sipper tubes coupled to a contact lickometer, is positioned 

on the other side of the shutter. This device allows each animal brief access to a single drinking 

spout through the centrally positioned slot in the front wall of the cage when the shutter is open. 
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Lick contact is measured by a specially designed high-frequency AC electrical circuit that 

minimizes electrical stimulation of the tongue and is recorded in the software control program 

for later analysis. 

4.2.4.1 Training - On the first day of training, water-deprived rats were individually 

placed in the Davis rig and allowed to drink water ad libitum from a stationary fluid reservoir 

while the shutter remained opened for a period of 10 min. The following day, each rat was 

individually placed in the Davis rig while a computer-operated protocol was run. Ten fluid 

reservoirs were filled with RO water and rats were given access to one reservoir at a time for 1 

min; upon initiation of a lick, the reservoir was presented for 30 s followed by a 10 s 

interpresentation interval. Two randomized blocks of all 10 fluid reservoirs were presented, 

giving a total of 20 presentations per rat.  

4.2.4.2 Testing - The same protocol used on the second day of training was adopted for 

sucralose testing sessions with the exception that nine of the 10 reservoirs were filled with the 

various concentrations of sucralose solutions. Once the animals had completed testing in a water-

deprived state, the same experiment (without the two training days) was repeated with the 

animals in a need-free state. Two randomized blocks of 10 solutions (RO water and nine 

concentrations of sucralose) were presented per day. Rats were tested for 5 d per each 

physiological state. One animal died before completing the testing sessions and its data were 

discarded from this analysis. Following completion of the second experiment, animals received a 

second series of 24 h two-bottle sucralose preference tests (see Chapter 2.2.6) to confirm that 

each animal's original classification as an SA or SP remained unchanged (data not shown).  

4.2.5 Data Analyses 

4.2.5.1 Experiment 1 - A Sucrose Generalization Score (Grobe and Spector, 2008) for 

each test stimulus was calculated for each rat on the basis of the performance to the highest 

concentrations of the standard stimuli, effectively quantifying the degree to which the animals 

reported that the taste quality of the test stimulus resembled sucrose: 

 

 

 

where P(Q) represents the proportion of correct responses to the highest (1.0 mM) QHCl 

concentration, P(S) represents the proportion of correct responses to the highest (600 mM) 
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sucrose concentration, and P(T) represents the proportion of times the animal responded on the 

sucrose spout in response to a test stimulus. Only trials with a response were used in these 

calculations. This Sucrose Generalization Score served to express the data in terms of the degree 

to which a test stimulus shared taste qualities with sucrose or QHCl, while also controlling for 

individual differences in overall performance. A Sucrose Generalization Score of 0.0 indicates 

that the animal treated the test stimulus as if it were identical to 1.0 mM QHCl, whereas a 

Sucrose Generalization Score of 1.0 indicates that it treated the test stimulus as if it were 

identical to 600 mM sucrose; a Sucrose Generalization Score of 0.5 could indicate that the 

stimulus shared no perceptual qualities with either sucrose or QHCl, or it could indicate that the 

stimulus has perceptual qualities of both sucrose and QHCl. We chose to use the performance on 

the highest concentrations of the standard stimuli to represent optimally the expected 

performance for a sucrose-like or QHCl-like taste quality. 

Three-way and two-way mixed ANOVAs were used to analyze performance to the 

standards as well as Sucrose Generalization Scores for sucralose and sucrose/QHCl mixtures. 

Because we were testing a directional hypothesis, specifically that SA would have lower Sucrose 

Generalization Scores relative to SP, we conducted one-tailed independent samples t tests at each 

concentration of sucralose. Sucrose Generalizations Scores for the water and electrolyte test 

stimuli were analyzed for group differences using independent t tests and were then analyzed for 

differences from 0.0 with one-sample t tests. The overall percentage correct for each water 

control test for each rat was tested for positive deviations above chance (i.e. 50%) in a one-tailed 

normal approximation of the binomial distribution. Differences were considered statistically 

significant at P ≤ 0.05. 

4.2.5.2 Experiment 2 - Data from water-deprived rats are presented as a taste/water ratio 

representing the number of licks across all five testing days to both presentations of each 

concentration of sucralose relative to the number of licks across those same days of RO water 

(Glendinning et al., 2002, Grobe and Spector, 2008). Specifically, the mean number of licks of a 

given concentration of sucralose was divided by the mean number of licks of water. Data from 

the need-free phase of the experiment are presented as a lick score. Specifically, the average 

number of licks of water was subtracted from the average number of licks of a given 

concentration of sucralose. As we were specifically interested in the orosensory-driven response 

to sucralose, trials for which an animal did not sample from the presented reservoir were not 
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included in the data analysis. In both testing conditions, all concentrations were sampled at least 

once by every rat. Two-way mixed ANOVAs were conducted to analyze the taste/water ratios 

and lick scores. Similar to Experiment 1, we were specifically testing a directional hypothesis 

and therefore conducted one-tailed independent samples t tests at each concentration of sucralose 

to identify at which concentrations the scores of SA and SP rats differed. Differences were 

considered statistically significant at P ≤ 0.05. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Experiment 1 

Two-way ANOVAs for each standard stimulus indicated no overall group differences in 

performance on the identification of either sucrose (F(1,7) = 1.23, P = 0.31) or QHCl (F(1,7) = 0.37, 

P = 0.56) across all of the testing sessions (Table 4.1). There was also no significant interaction 

between group and concentration (sucrose: F(2,14) = 1.19, P = 0.33; QHCl: F(2,14) = 0.002, P = 

0.99). There was, however, a significant main effect of concentration for performance (sucrose: 

F(2,14) = 56.75, P < 0.001; QHCl: F(2,14) = 11.87, P < 0.002). Although the rats displayed 

concentration-dependent performance, overall performance across the standard stimuli was quite 

high, indicating that the rats had competently learned the task. 

The mean Sucrose Generalization Scores for SA and SP are depicted in Figure 4.1. At the 

three lowest concentrations of sucralose (0.0025–0.25 mM), both groups treated sucralose as if it 

primarily elicited a QHCl-like taste quality. Starting at the 2.5 mM concentration, both SA and 

SP began to report that sucralose contained a sucrose-like quality. A two-way ANOVA of 

Sucrose Generalization Scores revealed that the main effect of group just missed statistical 

significance (F(1,7) = 4.73, P = 0.06). However, I found an interaction between group and 

concentration (F(8,56) = 2.17, P < 0.05). SP monotonically increased their Sucrose Generalization 

Scores as sucralose concentration was raised, apparently reaching an asymptote at the 5.0 mM 

concentration. In contrast, the Sucrose Generalization Scores of SA peaked at 5.0 mM and then 

started to reverse direction, indicating that as the concentration was raised, sucralose started to 

taste less like sucrose, except, perhaps, for the very highest sucralose concentration. Indeed, at all 

of the sucralose concentrations >2.5 mM except at the highest, the Sucrose Generalization Scores 

for SA were lower than those for SP (all Ps ≤ 0.05). The Sucrose Generalization Scores of SA 

tended to increase again at the highest sucralose concentration tested (80 mM). 
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Due to the three lowest concentrations of sucralose (0.0025–0.25 mM) being reported by 

both groups as decidedly quinine-like, I ran a series of tests to determine how rats, trained using 

this paradigm, would generalize RO water (used as solvent and reinforcer), Dasani bottled water, 

artificial saliva, and 100 mM NaCl (Figure 4.2). No group differences were detected for each of 

the four test stimuli (Ps > 0.6); thus, the data were collapsed across groups and one-sample t tests 

comparing the Sucrose Generalization Scores to 0.0, a value indicating that the test stimulus was 

treated as qualitatively identical to 1.0 mM QHCl, were conducted. The rats treated RO water as 

if it were not significantly different from 1.0 mM QHCl (P = 0.6). Dasani bottled water, artificial 

saliva, and 100 mM NaCl were all treated as being significantly different from 1.0 mM QHCl 

(Ps ≤ 0.05). 

I examined the sucrose and QHCl mixture data (Table 2) in a three-way mixed ANOVA 

and found significant effects of sucrose concentration (F(3,21) = 41.90, P < 0.001), QHCl 

concentration (F(3,21) = 10.39, P < 0.001), and an interaction between the sucrose and QHCl 

concentrations (F(9,63) = 15.92, P < 0.001). There was no main effect of group (F(1,7) = 0.04, P = 

0.9), no two-way interactions involving group by QHCl concentration (F(3,21) = 0.52, P = 0.7) or 

group by sucrose concentration (F(3,21) = 0.18, P = 0.9), and no three-way interaction (F(9,63) = 

1.86, P = 0.08). Furthermore, separate two-way ANOVAs conducted for each base concentration 

of sucrose revealed that rats in both groups displayed increasing responses on the QHCl 

reinforcement spout as the concentration of QHCl was raised, as indicated by the mean decrease 

in Sucrose Generalization Scores (75 mM: F(3,21) = 41.65, P < 0.001; 150 mM: F(3,21) = 3.54, P < 

0.05; 300 mM: F(3,21) = 5.25, P < 0.01; and 600 mM: F(3,21) = 7.32, P < 0.01). 

As a negative control, I examined performance of both groups when presented with only 

RO water with some reservoirs arbitrarily assigned as sucrose and some assigned as QHCl. 

Every rat performed at chance levels when all reservoirs were filled with RO water (range: 45.0–

53.1%). Interestingly, the tendency for the rats to report water as similar to QHCl basically 

disappeared on average in this test in which the three sucrose and QHCl standards were not 

presented; the percentage of “correct” responses when presented with fluid from one of the three 

arbitrarily assigned QHCl reservoirs was 50.1 ± 13.5% and 47.0 ± 12.5% for SP and SA, 

respectively. This strongly suggests that the seemingly bitter taste of water may be dependent on 

the presence of a comparative stimulus and could be due to an interactive effect of sucrose and/or 

QHCl during the test sessions. 
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4.3.2 Experiment 2 

 When assessed in the brief-access test while water-deprived, the same SA from 

Experiment 1 displayed a very different concentration-dependent profile of licking compared 

with SP (Figure 4.3). SA generally decreased their licking as a function of sucralose 

concentration. In contrast, SP increased their licking as sucralose concentration was raised, 

reaching a plateau beginning at the 2.5 mM concentration. A two-way ANOVA revealed an 

interaction between group and concentration for taste/water ratios (F(8,48) = 12.78, P < 0.001). 

Importantly, the mean taste/water ratio of SP never dropped below 0.93, indicating that the 

presumably thirsty SP were licking sucralose almost as much or more than they were water. In 

contrast, the mean taste/water ratio for SA, while close to 1.0 for the three lowest sucralose 

concentrations, as was true for the SP, precipitously dropped by the 2.5 mM concentration. The 

SA continued to decrease their licking as the concentration was raised until reaching a 

taste/water ratio close to 0 (0.02 ± 0.01). The mean taste/water ratios of SA and SP significantly 

differed at every concentration ≥2.5 mM (Ps ≤ 0.01). 

 When the rats were tested in the brief-access test in a need-free state, there was a 

significant difference between the groups in how they responded to water (t(6) = 2.9, P < 0.03). I 

therefore subtracted the average water licking response for each rat from its average licking 

response to each concentration of sucralose to form lick scores (Figure 4.4). A two-way ANOVA 

of the lick scores revealed a group by concentration interaction (F(8,48) = 14.92 P < 0.001). When 

tested in a need-free state, the lick scores of SA and SP first diverged at a lower concentration 

(0.25 mM) compared with when the animals were tested in a water-deprived physiological state 

(P < 0.05). At every concentration >0.25 mM, the mean lick scores of SA and SP significantly 

differed (Ps < 0.01). At no point did SA lick more to sucralose than to water. 

4.4 Discussion 

The results from these experiments suggest that the mechanism responsible for the 

phenotypic difference in preference for and affective responsiveness to sucralose in rats has a 

sensory origin. Rats that were highly trained to discriminate between the taste quality of sucrose 

and QHCl treated high concentrations of sucralose as sucrose-like significantly more so if they 

were categorized as SP rather than SA. The response patterns in the sensory discrimination task 

and the affective-driven licking tasks corresponded closely. Accordingly, it appears that the taste 
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quality perceived by SP differs from that perceived by SA and thus it is likely that the sensory 

signal provided to reward circuits is not the same for these two phenotypic classes of animals. 

Both SA and SP treated RO water and the three lowest concentrations of sucralose as 

QHCl-like, rather than sucrose-like. Together, these findings suggest that with the small volumes 

used in the operant discrimination task, the low concentrations of sucralose were close to or 

below the detection threshold and thus were treated as water. Similarly, in the brief-access tests, 

SA and SP treated these three lowest sucralose concentrations as they did water in both a water-

deprived and need-free state, further suggesting these concentrations are weak. 

It is unclear why RO water, within this testing paradigm, possesses a mild QHCl-like 

taste, but others have also found that rats and humans treat water as possessing a bitter taste 

quality under certain test conditions (Morrison, 1967; Bartoshuk and Cleveland, 1977, Grobe and 

Spector, 2008). It has previously been speculated that the bitter taste of water may be due to the 

inherent rinsing away of various compounds, including those present in saliva, adapting the taste 

receptor cells and thus represents a gustatory analog to visual afterimages (Galindo-Cuspinera 

and Breslin, 2007). It seems likely that the presentation of the many sucrose and QHCl 

concentrations during the session created a very specific taste receptor adaptation background, 

despite the many water rinses that occurred upon reinforcer delivery, and that led to RO water, as 

well as the low concentrations of sucralose, bottled water, artificial saliva, and, to some extent, 

100 mM NaCl, being reported as bitter. Support for such a possible interaction comes from the 

water control test in which only RO water was presented during the session. When we examined 

the responses on QHCl- versus sucrose-simulated trials, there was no consistent bias for rats to 

treat RO water as QHCl-like. 

SA and SP first displayed an increase in responding on the sucrose reinforcement spout at 

2.5 mM sucralose, indicating that the salient taste quality was predominately sucrose-like. SP 

continued to treat higher concentrations of sucralose as if they elicited solely a sucrose-like 

quality, whereas SA were less likely to respond on the sucrose spout than the SP as the 

concentration of sucralose increased up to 40 mM. As such, the differential responding between 

the groups was most pronounced at 40 mM sucralose, at which concentration SP and SA 

displayed mean Sucrose Generalization Scores of 0.91 and 0.51, respectively. On average, the 

SA never reached a Sucrose Generalization Score <0.5, indicating an approximately equal 

number of responses on the sucrose and QHCl reinforcement spouts. Although this finding could 
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suggest that high concentrations of sucralose generate a taste quality that is distinct from both 

sucrose and QHCl to SA, a more parsimonious interpretation of this response pattern is that SA 

perceived the taste quality of sucralose as similar to both sucrose and QHCl, an expected result if 

sucralose, in fact, elicited a ‘bittersweet’ taste quality, as is commonly reported for artificial 

sweeteners in human subjects (Schiffman et al., 1995, Horne et al., 2002, Roudnitzky et al., 

2011). Increasing the concentration would presumably increase the contribution of both of these 

qualitative components simultaneously. Thus, it should not necessarily be expected that 

increasing the concentration of sucralose should render the stimulus completely like QHCl to 

SA. Both the preference behavior and the unconditioned licking responses in the brief-access 

tests indicate that the QHCl-like signal is, however, sufficiently aversive to compete with the 

positive motivational potency of the sucrose-like signal at the higher sucralose concentrations in 

SA. 

All rats increased responding on the quinine reinforcement spout as the concentration of 

quinine adulterating all of the sucrose base solutions was increased. However, the Sucrose 

Generalization Score only dropped below 0.5 at the least concentrated sucrose base solution. 

Binary bitter–sweet mixtures exhibit a mutually, albeit unequal, suppressive effect on the 

intensity of the two taste qualities (Bartoshuk, 1975, Lawless, 1982, Formaker et al., 1997). 

Likewise, Kroeze and Bartoshuk (1985) demonstrated that when sucrose and QHCl are applied 

to different, nonoverlapping portions of the tongue, subjects report that the QHCl contribution is 

suppressed relative to the sucrose. Thus, a central mechanism is likely involved in taste mixture 

suppression. In human studies, sucrose appears to be the least suppressed and the strongest 

suppressor of other tastes (Green et al., 2010); studies in rodents are limited and more equivocal 

(Formaker et al., 1997). Mixture suppression may explain why the sucrose quality appeared to be 

the more salient taste quality until the concentration was sufficiently lowered (75 mM) even in 

the face of relatively intense QHCl adulteration. Nevertheless, regardless of the mechanism, it is 

clear that there was a strong bias toward treating mixtures of sucrose and QHCl as predominantly 

sucrose-like in this task. Even though there was not a difference between the two groups in their 

generalization profiles to the sucrose/QHCl mixtures, the tendency to report that the mixtures 

were sucrose-like might explain why the average sucrose generalization scores for high 

concentrations of sucralose did not drop below 0.5 in the SA group. 
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Although I systematically varied the component concentrations spanning a relatively 

wide range, no group differences were observed in the Sucrose Generalization Scores associated 

with any of the sucrose/quinine mixtures. This suggests that the phenotypic split in the Sucrose 

Generalization Scores associated with sucralose is specific to this artificial sweetener and may 

not affect all putatively sweet- and bitter-tasting stimuli. It would be instructive to investigate 

other artificial sweeteners to examine whether SA and SP would treat them as they do sucralose 

in this discrimination task. For example, rats have been selectively bred for high or low saccharin 

preference in two-bottle tests (for review, Carroll et al., 2008). Interestingly, these saccharin 

preference phenotypes correspond with responses to other rewarding stimuli. It appears that such 

animals have not been tested for their sensory function. If indeed the SA and SP phenotypes are 

specific to sucralose, then this would point to a peripheral origin of the difference, possibly 

involving a mutation in one or more T2Rs, the family of taste receptors that bind with bitter-

tasting ligands (Chandrashekar et al., 2000), activated by sucralose. Of course, it could also be 

the case that sucralose is better able to bind T1Rs, the family of taste receptors that bind with 

sweet-tasting ligands, in SP, relative to SA, and thus the most salient taste quality, in the present 

paradigm, is a sucrose-like quality which masks any contribution of a QHCl-like quality. Some 

support for this notion is provided by the curious upward trend in the Sucrose Generalization 

Scores in SA at the highest sucralose concentration (80 mM). 

Although I cannot conclusively rule out that stimulus palatability may have served as a 

discriminative cue, the profile of results suggest otherwise. First, although the palatability of 

sucrose and QHCl are clearly concentration-dependent, the responses across the concentrations 

were relatively stable except for the weakest sucrose stimulus, for which performance modestly 

dropped. Second, the palatability of water differs markedly from QHCl, especially to a water-

deprived rat, yet all animals treated water as if it was similar to 1.0 mM QHCl—a finding, as 

noted above, that is supported by other psychophysical studies involving rats and humans. This 

does not mean that water has an intensely bitter taste; it merely means that whatever weak taste it 

generates under these test conditions, its quality is much more similar to QHCl than to sucrose 

when both are presented concurrently within the test. Third, although in our measures of 

sucralose palatability in the brief-access test, SA strongly avoided sucralose and SP avidly licked 

the higher sucralose concentrations, the mean Sucrose Generalization Scores of SA tested at the 

same concentrations in the discrimination task never dropped below 0.5. This strongly suggests 
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that responses were not being guided by the palatability of the taste stimulus. Rather, the most 

parsimonious interpretation of this outcome is that, at higher concentrations, sucralose has both a 

sweet and bitter taste and the difference between the behavior of the SP and SA in the 

generalization test is related to the relative contributions of the two qualitative components. 

Neural structures implicated in reward processing receive their input from sensory 

systems. Thus, a given anatomical, genetic, or pharmacological manipulation that affects the 

apparent reward value of a stimulus (Cromwell and Berridge, 1993, Doyle et al., 1993, Kelley et 

al., 2002, Tindell et al., 2006) could be acting on sensory processes, reward processes, or both. It 

is impossible to distinguish decisively among these possibilities without an explicit test of the 

effect of a given manipulation on sensory function independent of the rewarding characteristics 

of the stimulus. Many studies of the neural mechanisms of reward and affect use taste stimuli 

(Roitman et al., 2005). Sucrose and artificial sweeteners are especially popular in this regard 

(Geary and Smith, 1985, Yamamoto, 2003, Hajnal et al., 2004). The present study both provides 

an example of how a psychophysical analysis could help disambiguate the interpretation of 

interventions that affect the reward value of, or preference for, taste stimuli and demonstrates the 

importance of considering alterations in sensory processes as the cause of the effect. 

 

4.5 Tables and Figures 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

FURTHER EXAMINATION OF THE NEURAL AND BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO 

SUCRALOSE, SUCROSE AND QUININE IN SP AND SA 

5.1 Introduction 

 Outbred rats of at least two strains (Long-Evans and Sprague-Dawley; see Chapter 2) can 

be unambiguously categorized into two distinct phenotypes based upon their behavioral 

responses to concentrated sucralose solutions. I have demonstrated that these phenotypic 

differences in preference and affective responsiveness for sucralose in these rats have a sensory 

origin (Chapter 4). Specifically, sucralose preferrers (SP) generalized the taste quality of 

sucralose solely to that of sucrose, a prototypical ‘sweet’ tasting stimulus, while sucralose 

avoiders (SA) appeared to generalize the taste of sucralose to both sucrose and quinine, a 

prototypical ‘bitter’ tasting stimulus (Fig 4.1). This variation observed in the psychophysical 

assessment of taste quality corresponded closely to the affective-driven licking responses to the 

same concentrations of sucralose in these same rats. This observation strongly suggests that the 

differences in the perception of the taste quality of sucralose are sufficient to drive the 

established bimodal differences in intake of, and preference for, sucralose.  

What remains to be elucidated is the underlying molecular mechanism responsible for the 

observed phenotypic differences. The most parsimonious explanation for the observed 

differences would be that either SP or SA possess a receptor mutation that results in the 

differential perception of the taste quality of sucralose. For instance, SP may have a 

polymorphism in either of the T1R receptor proteins that dimerize to form the functional 

T1R2+T1R3 ‘sweet-taste’ receptor (Li et al., 2001, Nelson et al., 2001, Li et al., 2002). As such, 

it may be that sucralose elicits a stronger perception of a ‘sweet’ taste quality in SP, relative to 

SA, and this increased ‘sweet’ signal may mask the aversive quality that drives avoidance in SA. 

Conversely, SA may have a polymorphism in one of the T2R receptor proteins.  There are 

approximately 36 distinct T2Rs expressed in rodents which respond to a wide range of ‘bitter’-

tasting compounds representing many diverse chemical structures. Therefore, sucralose may 

elicit a ‘bitter’ taste quality solely in SA that drives avoidance regardless of any ‘sweet’-like 

signal presumably responsible for the increased avidity for sucralose observed in SP. Either of 

these hypothetical explanations could account for the SP/SA differences seen in the 

psychophysical assessment of taste quality conducted in Chapter 4.   
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 Taste information, encoding signals that comprise both taste quality and taste hedonics, is 

relayed from the oral cavity through three cranial nerves (facial, VIIth; glossopharyngeal, IXth; 

and vagus, Xth) to the nucleus of the solitary tract (NST). The rostral portion of the NST 

represents the first central relay of taste-elicited information arising from the oral cavity. Signals 

from the NST are relayed to the parabrachial nucleus (PBN) before diverging into separate 

thalamocortical and limbic pathways. The degree to which neural impulses encoding individual 

taste qualities are relayed through each cranial nerve appears to vary across the three nerves, 

particularly the VIIth and IXth cranial nerves (Hamilton and Norgren, 1984, Grill and Schwartz, 

1992, Grill et al., 1992, Dahl et al., 1997). The VIIth cranial nerve primarily innervates the 

anterior tongue as well as the incisive papilla in the hard palate, the geshmackstreiffen, and the 

soft palate, areas of the oral cavity with a large concentration of the T1R family of G-coupled 

protein taste receptors (Stone et al., 2007). The IXth cranial nerve primarily innervates the 

posterior tongue, an area of the oral cavity with a large concentration of the T2R family of G-

coupled protein taste receptors located primarily within the circumvallate papillae (Adler et al., 

2000, Chandrashekar et al., 2000).  

 This segregation of responsiveness observed in the periphery appears to be centrally 

represented in the NST. In the horizontal plane, the NST appears to be anatomically organized 

such that afferent projections from the VIIth nerve terminate rostrally and laterally to afferent 

projections from the IXth nerve (Hamilton and Norgren, 1984). Studies examining the 

electrophysiological responsiveness of single unit neurons in the rostral, gustatory portion of the 

NST further demonstrate this segregation and establish a functional topography with most taste 

responsive neurons located primarily in the dorsal medial and dorsal central portions of the 

nucleus (McPheeters et al., 1990). These taste-responsive neurons appear to be further 

subdivided with anterior oral taste stimulation primarily producing responses rostrally and 

laterally to responses produced through posterior oral cavity taste stimulation (Travers et al., 

1986, Travers and Norgren, 1995, Harrer and Travers, 1996). 

 Recent work has demonstrated that this apparent chemotopic organization can be 

visualized through the use of the immunohistochemical detection of the Fos protein, a product of 

the immediate early gene c-fos, a marker of recent neuronal activation (Sagar et al., 1988). When 

examined in the coronal plane, a variety of ‘bitter’ compounds elicit Fos-like immunoreactivity 

(FLI) that is primarily concentrated in the dorsal medial portion of the rostral NST (Harrer and 
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Travers, 1996, King et al., 1999, Chan et al., 2004). This pattern of neural activation contrasts 

with that of ‘sweet’-tasting sucrose which elicits FLI in a more diffuse pattern across the 

mediolateral axis of the rostral NST. Here, I have exploited this technique in order to specifically 

explore the degree to which oral stimulation with sucralose produces a pattern of FLI indicative 

of either that of quinine (QHCl) or sucrose in SP and SA.  

  

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Animals and Housing  

Forty-two SA and SP male Long-Evans rats (Charles Rivers; classified as in Chapter 

2.2.2), weighing ~250 g at study onset, were individually housed in polycarbonate cages in a 

temperature and humidity controlled room maintained on a 12:12 light cycle. Standard rodent 

chow (Purina 5001) and water were available ad libitum unless otherwise noted. All behavioral 

assessments involving intraoral delivery of taste stimuli were conducted in a rectangular 

Plexiglas chamber (305 mm2). The test chamber was equipped with a mirror positioned at a 45° 

angle below the clear glass floor of the chamber that provided clear visualization of the rat’s 

oromotor and somatic movements during oral infusions. Animal usage and experimental 

protocols were approved by the Florida State University Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee.  

5.2.2 Stimuli 

 All training and test solutions were prepared fresh daily using D.I. H2O, reagent grade 

chemicals (QHCl and sucralose; Sigma Aldrich) and commercially available sucrose (Publix). 

All stimuli were presented at room temperature. Test stimuli consisted of 10 mM sucralose, 3.0 

mM QHCl, 1.0 M sucrose and D.I. H2O. 

5.2.3 Surgical Procedures 

The surgical procedure was adapted from that described by Eckel and Ossenkopp (1995). 

Briefly, fixation of intraoral cannulas was achieved through insertion of a 7-gauge needle 

subcutaneously, originating at the level of the rat’s shoulders. This needle was guided under the 

skin where it eventually exited through the left oral mucosa just lateral to the maxillary molar. 

Following insertion of the needle, polyurethane tubing (PE-90; VWR) was advanced through the 

needle and a Teflon washer was threaded onto the tubing and held against the oral mucosa. The 

tubing was heat flared, cooled, and then pulled snug against the washer and rat’s cheek. The 
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needle was subsequently removed, leaving behind the tubing. The excess tubing was cut and an 

adapter cap was affixed to the externalized tubing in order to prevent reentry into the 

subcutaneous space. This procedure was then repeated on the right side. Both cannulas were 

cleaned and flushed daily in order to prevent infection and maintain patency. All surgeries were 

conducted in rats maintained at a surgical level of anesthesia by inhalation of isoflurane. All rats 

received intraperitoneal injections of gentamicin (0.2 mg; Fort Dodge) and butorphenol (0.05 

mg; Henry Schien) immediately following recovery of consciousness and were maintained on 

wet mash (powdered 5001 + D.I. H2O) for at least three days following surgery. All rats 

continued to receive prophylactic injections of gentamicin (0.2 mg) for three days following 

surgery. Testing occurred no fewer than 7 days following surgery.  

5.2.4 Intraoral Infusions 

At study onset, rats were assigned to one of four oral infusion groups: 10 mM sucralose 

(n = 8 SP and 8 SA), 1.0 M sucrose (5 SP and 5 SA), 3.0 mM QHCl (5 SP and 5 SA) or D.I. 

H2O (3 SP and 3 SA). Training and test sessions were similar to previously published reports 

(e.g. Harrer & Travers, 1996; King et al., 1999). For three habituation days, individual rats were 

placed in the test chamber and left undisturbed for 30 min. Following this adaptation period, D.I. 

H2O was infused into the oral cavity via PE-90 tubing that was attached at one end to the adapter 

cap of the rat’s cannula. The other end of the tubing was attached to a syringe secured in an 

automated infusion pump (Harvard Apparatus) that was programmed to deliver 7 ml of D.I. H2O 

over 30-min at a rate of ~0.233 ml/min. Test days immediately followed the third habituation 

day and the procedure emulated that of the habituation days with the exception that all rats 

received their assigned test stimulus. The first 30 s of stimulus delivery was videotaped with a 

digital camera (Sony DCR) for later analyses of typical taste reactivity oromotor and somatic 

movements (Grill and Norgren, 1978). Specifically, ingestive responses consisted of rhythmical 

mouth movements, tongue protrusions and lateral tongue protrusions while aversive rejection 

responses consisted of gapes, paw flails, chin rubs and passive drips.  Following cessation of test 

stimulus delivery, the rat was left in the testing chamber undisturbed for an additional 45 min.  

5.2.5 Perfusion, Immunohistochemistry and Brain Histology 

Immediately following the 45-min post-infusion period on test days, rats received i.p. 

injections of an overdose of SomnaSol (Henry Schien, Dublin, OH) and, when unresponsive, 

intracardially perfused with chilled saline followed by sodium phosphate-buffered (7.4 pH) 4% 
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paraformaldehyde. Brains were removed and post-fixed in paraformaldehyde overnight at 4°C. 

Following fixation, brains were cryprotected with 30% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate-buffered 

saline (PBS). Cryoprotected hindbrains were cut in the coronal plane on a sliding microtome 

(Thermo Scientific HM450) into 40 µm sections and divided into two series of alternating 

sections. The first series (~14.6 - 11.76 mm caudal to bregma) was processed for fos-like 

immunoreactivity (FLI) and the second series was stored in 0.1 M PBS for subsequent thionin 

staining.  

Immunohistochemistry processing consisted of a series of washes with 0.1 M PBS 

followed by blocking with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in a 0.3% triton/PBS solution. 

Following blocking, tissue sections were incubated in primary antibody (AB-5; Calbiochem), 

targeted at residues 4-17 of the human c-fos gene, at a dilution of 1:10,000 in BSA/PBS 

overnight (20 h). On the following day, the tissue was washed in PBS/BSA and then incubated 

for 1 h in goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (BA-1000, Vector Laboratories) at a dilution of 

1:200 in PBS/BSA followed by incubation in an avidin-biotin mixture (Elite kit; Vector 

Laboratories) in PBS for 30 min. Tissue sections were then stained with DAB (3,3’-

diaminobenzidine-HCL; Vector Laboratories) for ~ 5 min. Stained tissue sections were mounted 

on gelatin-subbed slides and dehydrated through ascending ethanol solutions and cleared with 

xlyenes prior to coverslipping. The thionin staining protocol consisted of defatting with xylenes 

preceding staining with 0.1% thionin for 7 min. Following staining, tissue sections were 

dehydrated through a series of ascending ethanol solutions and cleared with xylenes prior to 

coverslipping. 

5.2.6 Microscopic Analysis of Brain Tissue 

 Microscopic tracing of subfields and counting of FLI were conducted by an experimenter 

blind to both preference profile group and stimulus condition. Analyses were performed on one 

section at the level of the intermediate rostral, gustatory portion of the nucleus of the solitary 

tract (IRgNST), located ~ 500 µm caudal to the caudal dorsal cochlear nucleus (cDCN). The 

IRgNST was chosen based on the described terminal fields of the gustatory nerves (Hamilton & 

Norgren, 1984; King et al., 1999; Chan et al., 2004) as the IRgNST receives afferent fibers from 

both the glossopharyngeal (GL) and chorda tympani (CT) nerves. Images of the IRgNST 

captured at 10x were taken with a light microscope equipped with a digital video camera. The 

nucleus was divided into six subfields as described previously (King et al., 1999, Chan et al., 
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2004, King et al., 2008); adjacent thionin stained sections were utilized to distinguish the 

anatomical landmarks constituting the nuclear border where necessary. Briefly, by drawing 

directly on to the digital image of the IRgNST, the nucleus was divided into three equal sections 

by constructing two lines perpendicular to the horizontal, long axis of the nucleus. Next, at each 

of these intersecting points, the dorsoventral axis of the nucleus was measured, divided in half, 

and then the horizontal axis redrawn such that it connected each of these halfway points (see 

Figure 5.1). This served to parse out each subfield in such a way that the dorsal and ventral areas 

were roughly equal in area. Clearly labeled FLI-positive neurons located in each subfield were 

then manually counted.  

5.2.7 Taste Reactivity Analyses 

 As stated previously, the first 30 s of each stimulus delivery were videotaped. The digital 

videos were played back at 1/5th speed and both ingestive and aversive (Grill & Norgren, 1978; 

Spector et al., 1988) oromotor and somatic movements were quantified by an experimenter who 

was blind to treatment condition. One SA, receiving sucrose, reared on its hind legs during most 

of the infusion therefore occluding its mouth from view; as such this rat’s data were not included 

in the behavioral analysis. 

5.2.5 Data Analyses 

 Analysis of the number and proportion of FLI was accomplished through two- and three-

factor mixed-design ANOVAs, where appropriate. Sucralose preference profile and oral stimulus 

served as between-subject factors and NST subfield served as the within-subject factor. 

Statistically significant main and interactive effects were further explored with two-tailed 

Bonferroni corrected t-tests.  

 Independent-samples t-tests were used to analyze differences between SA and SP in the 

total number of ingestive and aversive taste reactivity measures elicited by each of the three taste 

stimuli.  

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Taste-specific Evoked FLI 

 Figure 5.2 depicts representative sections from all three taste stimuli across both SP and 

SA. Overall, the presence of FLI in the IRgNST was influenced by a main effect of stimulus 

condition (F(3,34) = 17.04, P < 0.001) as well as an interaction between stimulus and NST subfield 

(F(3,34) = 8.33, P < 0.001). Post-hoc analyses revealed that oral infusions of all three taste stimuli 
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(QHCl, sucrose and sucralose) produced significantly greater amounts of FLI relative to oral 

infusions of D.I. H2O in all rats (Ps < 0.008). Additional post-hoc tests examining the interaction 

revealed that each of the taste stimuli elicited more FLI than D.I. H2O in the medial and central 

subfields (DM, VM, DC, and VC) (Ps < 0.008). This taste-related induction of FLI was 

restricted to these subfields, as none of the taste stimuli elicited more FLI than D.I. H2O within 

the lateral subfields (DL & VL; Ps > 0.008). As a result, further post-hoc analyses were limited 

to the four taste-responsive medial and central subfields. There were no main or interactive 

effects of sucralose preference profile on the total number of FLI produced by any of the three 

taste stimuli.  

5.3.2 Differential Patterns of QHCl- and Sucrose-elicited FLI 

A three-factor mixed-design ANOVA comparing QHCl- and sucrose-elicited FLI among 

SA and SP revealed a significant interaction between stimulus and NST subfield (F(5,80) = 13.06, 

P < 0.001) with no main or interactive effects of sucralose preference profile. When the data 

were collapsed across SA and SP, post-hoc analyses revealed that QHCl elicited significantly 

more FLI, relative to sucrose, in the DM subfield while sucrose elicited more FLI in the DC 

subfield (Ps < 0.013) as illustrated in Fig 5.3.   

 Analyses of the proportion of FLI elicited within each subfield by either QHCl or sucrose 

revealed similar effects to that observed when examining the amount of FLI. Specifically, a 

three-factor mixed-design ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between stimulus and NST 

subfield (F(5,80) = 12.97, P < 0.001) with no main or interactive effects of sucralose preference 

profile. Collapsed across SA and SP, post-hoc analyses revealed that QHCl elicited a 

significantly greater proportion of FLI in the DM subfield, relative to sucrose, while sucrose 

elicited a significantly greater proportion in the DC subfield (Ps < 0.013). Altogether, ~62% of 

the FLI elicited by QHCl was observed in the medial third of the NTS (DM & VM) while the 

FLI elicited by sucrose was more evenly distributed across the medial and central subfields (43% 

and 46%, respectively; Fig 5.4). 

5.3.3 Differential Patterns of Sucralose-elicited FLI within SA and SP 

 A two-factor mixed ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between sucralose 

preference profile and the NST subfield (F(5,70) = 3.46, P < 0.01). Sucralose elicited a 

significantly higher expression of FLI in the DC subfield in SP, relative to SA (P < 0.013) as 

illustrated in Fig 5.5.  
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 Analyses of the proportion of FLI elicited within each subfield by sucralose in SA and SP 

revealed stark differences in the pattern of expression as a function of sucralose preference 

profile. Specifically, a two-factor mixed ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between 

preference profile and NST subfield (F(5,70) = 7.73, P < 0.001). Post-hoc analyses revealed that 

SA had a significantly greater proportion of FLI in the DM subfield, relative to SP, while SP had 

a greater proportion in the DC subfield (Ps < 0.013). As illustrated in Fig 5.6, ~62% of the FLI 

elicited by sucralose in SA was concentrated in the medial third of the NST, a pattern identical to 

that of QHCl. Sucralose elicited a more evenly distributed pattern of FLI in SP, although, unlike 

sucrose, ~50% of the FLI was observed in the medial third with the DM subfield containing the 

largest quantity of FLI; a result more generally observed in response to bitter-like substances 

(Chan & Travers, 2004). 

 Two-factor ANOVAs comparing the pattern of the proportion of FLI expression elicited 

by sucralose to that elicited by QHCl or sucrose were conducted independently in both SP and 

SA. These analyses revealed an interaction between stimulus and NST subfield for sucralose and 

QHCl in SP (F(5,80) = 7.72, P < 0.001) and for sucralose and sucrose in SA (F(5,80) = 11.9, P < 

0.001). There was neither a stimulus nor interactive effect observed in SP when comparing 

sucralose and sucrose nor in SA between sucralose and QHCl. Fig 5.7 depicts the proportion of 

FLI elicited by QHCl and sucrose, collapsed across SA and SP, next to the proportion of FLI 

elicited by sucralose in both SA and SP. Importantly, the proportion of FLI elicited by sucralose 

reliably differs in SA and SP in the exact same subfields that the proportion of FLI elicited by 

QHCl reliably differed from that elicited by sucrose (Fig 5.7, panels A & B). 

5.3.4 Taste Reactivity Results 

 The ingestive responses elicited by sucrose (no aversive responses were observed) and 

the ingestive and aversive responses elicited by quinine were similar in SP and SA, t(7-8) = 0.07 - 

1.03, n.s. (data not shown). In comparison, oral stimulation with sucralose only elicited aversive 

responses in SA, resulting in a significant group difference (t(14) = 6.18, P < 0.001). Sucralose 

produced gapes in every SA within the initial 30 s of stimulus delivery while no aversive mouth 

movements of any kind were observed in SP. There was a trend for SP to display a greater 

number of ingestive movements, relative to SA, but this difference failed to reach statistical 

significance within the first 30 s of stimulus delivery (t(14) = 1.96, P = 0.07). Mean taste 

reactivity scores ± the SEM for sucralose are presented in Table 5.1. 
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5.4 Discussion 

 Here I have extended the finding presented in Chapter 4 that the bimodal preference 

profile in rats for sucralose has a sensory origin. Oral stimulation with sucralose produces 

noticeable differences in the pattern of neural activation observed in the rostral, gustatory portion 

of the NST, as assessed through both the counts and the proportional patterns of FLI. The NST is 

the first central relay for peripheral taste information where afferents from both the VIIth and IXth 

cranial nerves terminate. Furthermore, these patterns of neural activation are remarkably similar 

to patterns produced by the prototypical bitter and sweet tasting stimuli, QHCl and sucrose, an 

outcome consistent with the commonly reported bittersweet taste profile of artificial sweeteners 

in human subjects (Schiffman et al., 1995). Specifically, the taste of sucralose elicits a pattern of 

FLI indistinguishable from QHCl in SA and a pattern that is approximate to a mixture of QHCl 

and sucrose in SP. Interestingly, though oral stimulation with sucralose resulted in a similar 

concentration of FLI in the DM subfield in both SP and SA, a result typically observed in 

response to ‘bitter’ stimuli, SP did not display any aversive responding to sucralose in the taste-

reactivity paradigm.  

 It is well established that oral stimulation with a number of structurally diverse ‘bitter’ 

stimuli, including QHCl, elicits a large amount of FLI in the medial third of the rostral NST, with 

the vast majority of fos-positive cells located in the dorsal medial (DM) subfield (Harrer and 

Travers, 1996, King et al., 1999, Travers, 2002, Chan et al., 2004, King et al., 2008). This 

localization of FLI in the medial portion of the NST is dependent on input from the IXth nerve as 

transection of this nerve abolishes this segregated FLI pattern and practically removes all taste 

specific FLI resulting from oral QHCl stimulation (King et al., 1999, King et al., 2000).  

The pattern of FLI in response to QHCl contrasts starkly with that elicited by oral 

stimulation with sucrose. Sucrose produces FLI lateral to that produced by QHCl, specifically in 

an area of the NST captured by the dorsal central (DC) subfield (Fig 5.3). These differential 

patterns of FLI are strongly associated with the receptive fields of the oral cavity as primary 

afferents from the VIIth
 nerve terminate rostrally and laterally to those originating from the IXth 

nerve (Hamilton and Norgern, 1984). Furthermore, relative to each other, the VIIth nerve is more 

responsive to stimulation with ‘sweet’ compounds and the IXth nerve is more responsive to 

stimulation with ‘bitter’ compounds (Danilova and Hellekant, 2003), as such, these patterns of 

FLI are indicative of a chemotopic organization of the rostral NST. 
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 In the present study, I have replicated, and extended, the findings of the original reports 

indicating the differential FLI patterns to QHCl and sucrose (Harrer and Travers, 1996; King et 

al., 1999; King et al., 2000; Travers, 2002; Chan et al., 2004). Here, I have shown that QHCl 

reliably produces a greater number of FLI in the DM subfield of the IRgNST while sucrose 

produces a greater number of FLI in the DC subfield, relative to each other (Fig 5.3). The 

proportion of cells activated by oral stimulation with either QHCl or sucrose closely matches the 

results observed when examining the overall number of cells activated by oral stimulation with 

these same stimuli (Fig 5.4). This is important to note, as examining the proportion of cells in a 

given subfield controls for the overall efficacy of the stimulus to induce FLI, a finding that 

appears to be correlated with the intensity of the stimulus (Travers, 2002). No differences in 

either the number or proportion of FLI in response to oral stimulation with either QHCl or 

sucrose were observed between SP and SA. 

 In contrast, oral sucralose stimulation resulted in a significant difference in the patterns of 

both the amount and proportion of FLI elicited in SP and SA (Fig 5.5 and 5.6). Sucralose, in SP, 

elicited a significant increase in the number of FLI in the DC subfield, relative to SA. As SP 

displayed a greater increase in FLI, relative to SA, in the DC subfield, the same NST subfield 

where I have shown a significant increase in FLI with oral stimulation with sucrose, relative to 

QHCl, it appears that SP and SA differ in their physiological ability to detect the motivating, 

presumably sweet, taste of sucralose. Interestingly, there was no difference in the number of FLI 

in the DM subfield between SP and SA. As previously stated, an increase in the number of FLI 

present in the DM subfield has previously been associated with the intensity of a given ‘bitter’ 

taste stimulus (Travers, 2002; Chan et al., 2004), therefore, it seems to follow that SP and SA do 

not differ in their physiological ability to detect the aversive, presumably bitter, side-taste of 

sucralose, but rather may differ in the perceived saliency of said aversive side-taste. The 

proportion of FLI across the six subfields of the NST closely matches that of the overall amount 

of FLI with one important difference. Relative to each other, oral stimulation with sucralose 

resulted in a significantly greater proportion of FLI in the DC subfield in SP (a similar result to 

that seen when examining the overall amount of FLI; Fig 5.5), yet, in contrast with the counts, 

there was also a greater proportion of FLI in the DM subfield in SA (Fig 5.6). That is to say, SP 

and SA did not differ in the total number of FLI in the DM subfield, an area typically associated 

with bitter stimuli (Harrer and Travers, 1996; King et al., 1999; Travers, 2002; Chan et al., 2004) 
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but did differ in the proportion of FLI in the DM subfield; this is largely due to the increased FLI 

in the DC subfield in SP (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). Interestingly, if sucralose activates the IXth nerve 

to a similar degree in both SP and SA and results in greater activity in the VIIth nerve solely in 

SP, then the given number of FLI in a NST subfield (i.e. DM vs DC) would largely be 

representative of the stimulus input while the proportion of FLI across the entire nucleus would 

be more representative of the behavioral output as seen in the present study. 

 Behaviorally, I did not observe any differences in the amount of ingestive or aversive 

taste-reactivity responses between SP and SA during oral QHCl or sucrose stimulation (data not 

shown). Conversely, sucralose resulted in a statistically reliable difference in the number of 

aversive (rejection) responses emitted by SP and SA within the first 30 s of oral infusion (Table 

5.1). Oral sucralose stimulation elicited gapes (among other aversive responses) from every SA 

within the first 30 s of oral infusion, whereas no aversive responses of any kind were observed in 

SP. There was a trend for sucralose to elicit more ingestive oromotor and somatic responses in 

SP, relative to SA, but this did not reach statistical significance within 30 s, presumably due to 

the fact that oral infusion of sucralose in SA took several seconds to begin to elicit aversive 

stereotypies. It would be informative to examine longer bouts of taste-reactivity measures (i.e. >1 

min) to ensure that the initial bouts of ingestive-like responses seen in SA are what are 

preventing the differences in total ingestive-like responses from reaching statistical significance.  

 When the present results are taken into consideration with what is known about the 

psychophysically determined differences in the perception of the taste quality of sucralose 

(Chapter 4) we can begin to speculate on the underlying molecular mechanism driving this 

phenotypic split. The differences between SP and SA observed in that experiment (Figure 4.1) 

revealed that SP treated sucralose as if it elicited a solely sucrose-like taste percept. A finding 

that is consistent with the present results noting the marked differences in the increased amount 

of FLI present in the DC subfield after oral stimulation with sucralose in SP, relative to SA, a 

pattern of FLI also observed with the purely ‘sweet’ stimulus, sucrose. This suggests that the 

increased FLI in the DC subfield is representative of an increased perception of a sucrose-like, 

‘sweet’ taste quality of sucralose in SP, relative to SA, presumably due to genetic differences in 

the efficacy for sucralose to bind the T1R2+T1R3 heterodimer. Furthermore, this increase 

appears to be enough to mask any aversive, ‘bitter’-like taste quality of sucralose that is 

suggested by the concentrated FLI in the DM subfield following oral stimulation with sucralose 
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in both SP and SA, a pattern of activation commonly associated with typically ‘bitter’ stimuli 

(Chan et al., 2004). Thus, the salient taste quality of sucralose, irrespective of the ability of 

sucralose to putatively activate T2Rs, may be ‘sweet’ in SP, a finding that would not only 

explain the differences observed in the preference for sucralose but is also consistent with the 

lack of aversive responding to sucralose in SP during oral infusions (Table 5.1). One potential 

caveat of this conclusion is the notion that if sucralose activated T2Rs in both SP and SA, and 

the underlying mechanism of the phenotypic split was in the ability of sucralose to activate 

T1Rs, one would predict that SP would treat sucralose similar to sucrose, as observed, and SA 

would treat sucralose as identical to QHCl due to the relative absence of the ‘sweet’ signal being 

produced. Of course SA did not treat sucralose as if the most salient taste quality was a QHCl-

like, ‘bitter’ taste in the psychophysical paradigm, but rather responded as if sucralose resembled 

both QHCl and sucrose (Fig 4.1). A potential explanation for these, possibly contradictory, 

results is the fact that both SP and SA appeared to be heavily biased towards treating mixtures of 

sucrose and quinine as predominantly sucrose-like in their operant responding on this task. The 

only time that the Sucrose Generalization Scores in that portion of the experiment dropped below 

0.5 (indicating a more salient ‘bitter’ taste component) was at the mixture of the lowest 

concentration of sucrose (75 mM) and highest concentration of QHCl (3.0 mM; Table 4.2). If 

sucralose were able to generate even a weak sucrose-like signal in SA this may have influenced 

the rats to respond on the sucrose reinforcement spout despite the assumed, strongly aversive, 

QHCl-like signal predicted by their responding on intake driven tasks (e.g.. Figs 4.3 & 4.4) and 

the FLI pattern (Figs 5.5, 5.6 & 5.7). 

 Data from the present experiment demonstrate for the first time that SP and SA appear to 

differ in the saliency of a sucrose-like, ‘sweet’ taste signal from sucralose and furthermore 

appear to both be physiologically capable of detecting the QHCl-like, ‘bitter’ signal. The only 

subfields of the IRgNST where SP and SA differed in the proportion of FLI elicited by oral 

stimulation with sucralose were in the same subfields where QHCl and sucrose differed from 

each other (Fig 5.7). These data extend the behavioral results explored previously (Chapters 2-4) 

by suggesting a possible site of action for the proposed differences in perception of the taste 

quality of sucralose. Specifically, the most parsimonious explanation for the phenotypic split is 

that SP may possess a polymorphism in either of the two T1R proteins that comprise the ‘sweet’ 

taste receptor. This genetic difference may result in an increased efficacy for sucralose to bind 
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the heterodimer and thus produce a stronger ‘sweet’ signal, one that apparently masks the 

presence of a ‘bitter’ signal. Of course, these assumptions are speculative until the proper genetic 

screening tests are conducted, but converging evidence from the intake-driven (Chapters 2 and 

3), psychophysics (Chapter 4) and neural analyses (present Chapter) strongly support such a 

conclusion.  

 

5.5 Tables and Figures 
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CHAPTER SIX 

FUNCTIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF SUCRALOSE PREFERENCE PROFILE ON 

FOOD INTAKE AND WEIGHT GAIN 

6.1 Introduction 

 It has been demonstrated that mice with a polymorphism in Tas1R3, which encodes part 

of the receptor protein responsible for ‘sweet’ taste signaling, differ in their responses to 

concentrated sucrose solutions. Specifically, 129 “sub-sensitive” mice show reduced intake of 

low concentrations of sucrose but increased hedonic responding to higher concentrations, relative 

to B6 “sensitive” mice (Dotson and Spector, 2004, Glendinning et al., 2005, Sclafani, 2006, 

Inoue et al., 2007). Additionally, HiS and LoS rats have been shown to differ in their avidity for 

sucrose as assayed via long-term intake tests and operant response measures (Dess, 2000, 

Gosnell et al., 2010). Importantly, SP display a pattern of affective licking to sucrose (Chapter 3, 

Fig 3.6) that resembles that of 129 mice, and increased intake of concentrated saccharin (Chapter 

3, Fig 3.1) similar to that observed in HiS rats. It follows that the similarities in patterns of 

behavioral responses to carbohydrates and artificial sweeteners seen across these three rodent 

models suggest that they share a common molecular mechanism. Thus, as SP and SA appear to 

differ in the perception of a ‘sweet’-like taste quality from sucralose (Chapters 4 and 5) 

parsimony would suggest that these rats differ in the expression of one of the two T1R proteins 

that comprise the ‘sweet’-receptor heterodimer. Furthermore, one could predict that these 

behavioral differences in the response to ‘sweet’-like stimuli, driven by the putative receptor 

disparity, would result in an increased avidity for palatable diets in SP, relative to SA. 

 It is currently unknown whether the differences reported in the avidity for sucrose 

between 129 and B6 mice, HiS and LoS rats and SP and SA have functional consequences on 

long-term diet choice and weight gain. Research in humans suggests that individuals possessing 

a polymorphism at the Tas2R38 gene, which encodes for a single T2R ‘bitter-taste’ receptor, 

vary in their hedonic rating and subsequent intake of a number of structurally diverse foods 

(Looy and Weingarten, 1992, Bell and Tepper, 2006, Dinehart et al., 2006, Hayes and Duffy, 

2007, Hayes et al., 2008). These differences in Tas2R38 result in the ability to detect a strong 

bitter taste from 6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP) in one phenotype and an inability to detect this 

bitter taste in the other phenotype. Furthermore, these differences in Tas2R38 haplotypes have 

been associated with functional consequences on BMI and weight gain (e.g. Bartoshuk et al., 
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1994). Thus, human- and rodent-based studies provide convergent evidence that genetic 

variation in taste perception can impact the hedonic evaluation of a number of foods and thus 

may influence one’s propensity for consuming an obesogenic diet. 

A limitation of the existing literature examining how PROP-taster status influences diet 

choice, food intake and BMI (Drewnowski et al., 1997, Tepper, 1998, Birch, 1999) is the 

methodological constraints associated with research in humans. For instance, dietary and familial 

history as well as cognitive confounds can limit interpretation. It is also unclear whether the 

differential intake of palatable food in the aforementioned rodent models of genetic variation in 

taste perception (Dess, 2000, Glendinning et al., 2005, Sclafani, 2006) results in any discernible 

differences in body weight or adiposity. Similarly, the aforementioned rodent models are limited 

in their interpretive value by the generations of inbreeding which may influence a host of 

confounding genetic differences that may affect food intake and weight gain irrespective of any 

potential orosensory differences. The differences in responding observed in SP and SA to 

putatively rewarding and aversive stimuli suggests a potential model for examining the influence 

of taste processing phenotypes on diet choice. The sensory differences observed in SP and SA 

may generate a similar predictive correlation between a given animal’s taste processing 

phenotype and subsequent weight gain when given extended access to a highly palatable diet, as 

has been proposed in PROP taster phenotypes. Such studies can be accomplished without relying 

on genetic manipulations, including selective breeding, which have been utilized in past rodent 

models. Here, I present a proof-of-concept and demonstrate for the first time that extended 

access to a palatable, carbohydrate-rich diet results in marked differences in bodyweight between 

SP and SA. This study lays the groundwork for future research aimed at examining the link 

between taste processing phenotypes and dysregulated feeding. 

6.2 Materials and Methods 

6.2.1 Animals and Housing 

 Twenty-two previously classified (see Chapter 2.2.6) male Long-Evans rats (Charles 

Rivers) weighing ~200 g at study onset were individually housed in custom polycarbonate cages 

in a temperature and humidity controlled room maintained on a 12:12 light cycle. These custom 

cages allowed simultaneous access to two fluid bottles and a hanging chow feeder. Animal usage 

and experimental protocols were approved by the Florida State University Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee. 
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6.2.2 Palatable-diet Access 

 Thirteen SA and 9 SP were given 16 d baseline access to standard rat chow (Purina 5001; 

3.33 kCal) and water. This served to adapt the rats to the custom feeding cages and ensure that 

no significant group differences in bodyweight were observed when rat chow was the only diet 

present. Following this baseline phase, rats were given access to a highly palatable sweetened-

condensed milk solution (Borden’s sweetened condensed milk; diluted 1:2 with D.I. H2O; 1.11 

kCal), in addition to chow and water, for an additional 16 d. Food intake and bodyweight 

measurements were taken daily during the light cycle; following intake measurements fresh diets 

were placed on the cage. All diets were available ad libitium. One SA was determined to be a 

statistical outlier in terms of body weight (> 4 S.D.s above the mean) at the end of the baseline 

period and therefore was excluded from all analyses. A smaller control group of SA and SP (n = 

4/group; weighing ~200 g) were maintained on chow and water for a total of 32 d with no 

sweetened-milk diet made available. Bodyweights for these control rats were assessed every 

three days. 

6.2.3 Reward-based Feeding Paradigm 

 Following completion of the long-term diet access portion of the experiment, rats were 

maintained on a 23-h food deprivation schedule. This deprivation facilitated consumption of a 

large, presumably satiating chow meal during a 1-h access period. All rats were maintained on 

this schedule for 6 days when it was determined that their intakes had stabilized during the 1-h 

access period. Following the 6 training days, rats were given an additional 1-h access to three 

highly palatable foods on three separate “dessert” test days (Choi et al., 2010): the same 1:2 

sweetened-condensed milk solution, 0.725 M sucrose solution (chosen to match the carbohydrate 

content of the sweetened-milk diet), and a high-fat milk solution (Half and Half diluted 1:2 with 

skim milk). These “dessert” foods were presented on random, nonconsecutive days and only 

available once.  Food intakes and bodyweight measurements were taken daily. Water was 

available ad libitum throughout each phase of the experiment. 

6.2.4 Data Analyses 

 Daily intake (expressed in kCal) and bodyweight during the long-term diet access study 

were analyzed via three-factor mixed-design ANOVAs with sucralose preference profile as the 

between-subjects factor and day and diet-access condition (baseline vs palatable diet) as within-

subject factors. Daily sweetened-milk diet intake was analyzed via a two-factor mixed-design 
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ANOVA with sucralose preference profile as the between-subject factor and day as the within- 

subjects factor. Intakes during the baseline chow phase of the reward-based feeding study were 

averaged across the three test days. Average baseline chow and separate intakes of each of the 

three “dessert” diets were analyzed via a two-factor mixed ANOVA with sucralose preference 

profile as the between-subjects factor and diet (baseline chow intake vs palatable “dessert” 

intake) as the within-subjects factor. Significant main and interactive effects were examined via 

Newman-Keuls post-hoc tests. 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Palatable-diet Access 

Total caloric intake across both diet-phase periods was differentially affected in SP and 

SA by the availability of the more palatable sweetened-milk diet. A three-factor mixed-design 

ANOVA revealed a significant three-way interaction (F(15,285) = 1.75, P < 0.05; Fig 6.1). Average 

caloric intake across the baseline period was similar between SP and SA (90 ± 1.1 and 87.9 ± 

2.0). When both chow and sweetened-milk were available, on average, SP consumed more total 

kCal on days 1, 3 and 12 (Ps < 0.05). There was a trend for SP to consume more kCal on days 2, 

6, 10 and 13. Altogether there was at least a trend for SP to consume more kCal than SA on 7 of 

the 16 days where sweetened-condensed milk was available. No trend for group differences was 

seen during the baseline-phase when chow was the only diet available.  

Separate analyses of caloric intake from each diet revealed a similar differential effect for 

chow intake as total caloric intake. A three-factor mixed ANOVA revealed a significant three-

way interaction (F(15,285) = 3.14, P < 0.001; Fig 6.2). When both chow and sweetened-milk were 

available, on average, SP consumed more total kCal from chow on days 1, 2, 3 and 15 (Ps < 

0.05). There was a trend for SP to consume more kCal than SA on days 10, 11 and 14. Similar to 

total caloric intake, there was at least a trend for SP to consume more kCal from chow than SA 

on 7 of the 16 days where sweetened-condensed milk was available. No trend for group 

differences was seen during the baseline-phase when chow was the only diet available. 

Specifically, once sweetened-milk was available, SA displayed a greater compensatory decrease 

in their daily chow intake, relative to SP, as demonstrated in the significant differences on the 

first three days of palatable access. A two-factor mixed ANOVA analyzing caloric intake from 

sweetened-condensed milk failed to reveal any main or interactive effects on intake between SP 

and SA (F(1,19) = 0.03, P = 0.87 and F(15,285) = 0.47, P = 0.96; Fig 6.3). There was a main effect of 
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day, as all animals, regardless of sucralose preference profile, increased their caloric intake from 

sweetened-milk across the 16 d access period (F(15,285) = 11.77, P < 0.001). 

 Body weight gain was influenced by an interactive effect of sucralose preference profile 

and availability of the palatable, sweetened-milk diet (F(1,285) = 8.26, P < 0.05; Fig 6.4).  During 

the baseline-phase, SP and SA displayed comparable bodyweights, yet, during the palatable-

phase, SP and SA body weights began to diverge with SP weighing more, relative to SA. This 

group difference in bodyweight reached statistical significance 5 days into the palatable-phase 

(Ps < 0.05). 

Additional (control) SP and SA, maintained solely on chow for a comparable amount of 

time (32 days), did not differ in their daily chow intake or body weight. There was no main or 

interactive effects of sucralose preference profile on either chow intake (F(1,6) = 1.71, P = 0.24 & 

F(31,186) = 1.22, P = 0.22, respectively) or body weight (F(1,6) = 0.61, P = 0.47 & F(10,60) = 1.01, P 

= 0.45, respectively; data not shown) across a similar 32 d period in this separate group of SP 

and SA rats that did not have access to the sweetened-milk diet. As such, it appears that the 

increased weight gain observed in SP, relative to SA, in the test condition is primarily attributed 

to the availability of the sweetened-milk diet, as the control SP and SA consumed a similar 

amount of calories from chow and did not differ in bodyweight.   

6.3.2 Reward-based Feeding Paradigm 

Intakes during the reward-based feeding paradigm were influenced by an interactive 

effect of sucralose preference profile and the available diet (F(3,57) = 3.99, P < 0.05). Specifically, 

SP and SA ate a similar amount during the 1 h baseline chow phase of each test. Importantly, 

after consuming this, presumably, satiating meal of chow, SP consumed more sweetened-milk 

and HF-milk “dessert”, relative to SA (Ps < 0.05; Fig 6.5). There was a trend for SP to consume 

more sucrose “dessert”, relative to SA, but this difference failed to reach statistical significance 

(P = 0.07). 

6.4 Discussion 

 These data provide the first evidence that the sensory differences between SP and SA 

may have functional consequences outside of simple deviations in taste processing that would be 

predicted from the putative receptor disparity (Chapter 5).  Specifically, when SP and SA are 

given access to a palatable meal in addition to maintenance chow, SP do not appear to be able to 

regulate caloric intake to the same degree that SA are, resulting in an increased period of higher 
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caloric intake. This increased consumption of calories results in marked differences in body 

weight gain. These differences are mainly attributable to the presence of a highly palatable food 

source as a smaller control group that did not receive access to the palatable diet displayed 

comparable caloric intake and subsequent weight gain across a similar time period.  

 Contrary to my initial hypothesis, SP did not consume more of the palatable, sweetened-

milk diet, relative to SA. Rather, SA decreased their caloric intake of chow at a greater rate, and 

to a greater degree, than SP in order to compensate for the increased caloric intake of the 

sweetened-milk diet (Figure 6.2). As SP and SA were consuming comparable calories from the 

sweetened-milk diet, these differences in chow intake resulted in similar effects on total caloric 

intake. One can assume that the observed group differences in total caloric intake (however 

slight) resulting from the decreased caloric compensation in chow intake contributed to the 

marked group difference in body weight (Figure 6.4). Additional evidence for a differential 

propensity to compensate for the increased caloric intake that occurred in the presence of a 

palatable meal comes from the reliable group differences observed in the reward-based feeding 

paradigm, or “dessert” tests.  

 Following consumption of a large, presumably satiating, meal, SP and SA were given 

access to three palatable test diets. SP, compared to SA, consumed a greater amount of the 

sweetened-milk and HF-milk diets, with a trend towards consuming significantly more of the 

sucrose diet (Figure 6.5). As both the sweetened-milk and HF-milk diet vastly differed in their 

macronutrient content, one being high-carbohydrate and low-fat (1.11 kCal, 18% from fat) and 

the other low-carbohydrate and high-fat (0.99 kCal, 80% from fat), respectively, it appears that 

these differential intakes are not necessarily dependent on the presence of one macronutrient (i.e. 

sugar) over another (i.e. fat). Rather, the differences observed in intake may be reflective of an 

overall difference in the ability to compensate for an increased caloric load in the face of a diet 

considered to be highly palatable, relative to a standard chow diet. 

 These data are far from conclusive in their demonstration that these differences in intake 

and subsequent weight gain are directly attributable to the phenotypic differences in taste 

processing. For instance, it has been suggested that simply consuming artificial sweeteners may 

result in an increased propensity for weight gain by interfering with learned responses to ‘sweet’ 

stimuli that predict energy homeostasis (for review, Swithers et al., 2010). SP and SA, by nature 

constitute starkly contrasted groups of rats that differ in their willingness to consume an artificial 
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sweeter (i.e. sucralose). Perhaps by classifying these rats as SP and SA prior to conducting the 

feeding experiments the differential experience with an artificial sweetener resulted in a 

dissociated state in SP regarding the ability for the ‘sweet’ taste of high-carbohydrate diets to 

adequately predict the presence of calories. While this notion cannot be sufficiently ruled out 

within the present experimental design, some evidence against such a conclusion exist in the 

reward-based feeding paradigm where the purely ‘sweet’ sucrose solution failed to result in 

significant group differences in intake between SP and SA. Furthermore, the high-carbohydrate, 

sweetened-milk diet was no more effective at stimulating intake in SP relative to the low-

carbohydrate, HF-milk diet (Figure 6.5). 

 Another potential caveat is that SP and SA differed in their total fluid intake during the 8 

d classification period (339.5 ± 46.0 & 238.3 ± 24.0, respectively; t(19) = 2.1, P = 0.05). As all of 

the test diets used in the present design were liquid based it may be that the increased intake of 

SP during the classification period may have resulted in a weakening of distention signals from 

the gut, or their resultant associations, in response to increased intake of a fluid diet. Therefore, 

SP may have continued to consume calories from chow, beyond that needed for homeostatic 

regulation, even after consuming a large quantity of the liquid sweetened-condensed milk diet 

and this increase in chow intake resulted in the significant differences in weight gain, relative to 

SA.  

 The potential caveats notwithstanding, the present study provides the first evidence that 

the sensory differences between SP and SA may extend beyond taste processing and have 

functional consequences on diet choice and weight gain. As a first step towards examining these 

potential effects, I have shown that SP appear to be less capable of regulating caloric intake 

when given access to a palatable diet and that this lack in compensation may ultimately be 

driving the observed differences in weight gain between SP and SA when given long-term access 

to such diets. Naturally, more tightly controlled experiments must be conducted in order to 

ultimately expose the underlying root cause of the differences observed in the present study. 

Whether or not these observed differences are directly caused by the proposed congenital 

differences in the rat’s sensory processing capabilities which influence the bimodal preference 

phenotype for sucralose does not ultimately diminish the fact that SP and SA reliably differ in 

their body weights after long-term access to a palatable food. The results offered by the present 

study lay the groundwork for future studies aimed at differentiating what, if any, functional 
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consequences on weight gain and diet choice are directly attributable to the sensory differences 

inherent between SP and SA. 

 

6.5 Figures 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Inter- and intra-species differences in the responses to a variety of taste stimuli are well 

established. For example, various strains of mice differ in their avidity for both ‘sweet’ and 

‘bitter’ tasting compounds (Glendinning, 1993, Bachmanov et al., 2001) and a rat model has 

been developed based on disparate intakes of the artificial sweetener, saccharin (Carroll et al., 

2008). Recently, a similar differential response in intake of the artificial sweetener sucralose has 

been identified in rats (Sclafani and Clare, 2004) such that most rats display a strong avoidance 

of sucralose while the remaining subset of rats avidly consume sucralose across a wide range of 

concentrations. The present work is the first to demonstrate that these differences in intake of 

sucralose are robust and stable across both sexes and at least two different strains of rat, and that 

they generalize to other sweeteners (Chapters 2 & 3). Furthermore, I have shown that the taste 

quality of sucralose is sufficient to split rats into their respective phenotypic category (Chapter 

4). Analyses of neuronal activation in response to the taste of sucralose reveal that sucralose 

avoiders (SA) appear to perceive concentrated solutions of sucralose as a unitary ‘bitter’ stimulus 

while sucralose preferrers (SP) may perceive sucralose as both ‘sweet’ and ‘bitter’ (Chapter 5). 

Such a conclusion may indicate that a genetic mutation exists in either of the Tas1R genes that 

encode the proteins comprising the ‘sweet’-taste receptor. Finally, these sensory differences may 

have functional implications on diet choice and weight gain in rats as SP appear to be less 

capable of adequately compensating for the increase in caloric intake associated with access to a 

palatable diet (Chapter 6). This decreased caloric compensation resulted in marked differences in 

weight gain between SP and SA.  

 In humans, a debate has been ongoing regarding the degree to which genetic differences 

in the Tas2R38 gene, encoding the T2R receptor protein that binds bitter tasting 6-n-

propylthiouracil (PROP) and phenylthiocarbamide (PTC), result in differences in diet choice, 

and ultimately weight gain and BMI (Drewnowski and Rock, 1995, Duffy and Bartoshuk, 2000). 

The aforementioned rodent models (Glendinning, 1993; Bachmanov, 2001; Carroll et al., 2008), 

while sharing some similarites with the human PROP tasters with regards to bimodal response 

profiles and differential avidity for palatable sitmuli, are limited in their interpretive value. First 

and foremost, these rodent models are highly dependent on genetic manipulations (i.e. selective 

breeding) or they exist across two different species or strains. The present work has 
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demonstrated that the bimodal preference response profile in rats to sucralose may serve as a 

viable model for examining the effects of genetic differences in taste processing on diet choice 

and weight gain.  While the degree to which genetic difference in receptor expression is the 

underlying cause of the behavioral differences has not been determined, parismony suggests that 

SP and SA differ in the molecular make-up of a receptor protein that binds sucralose, presumably 

either T1R2 or T1R3. These behavioral differences are congenital and exist in rats of the same 

strain. As these differences are not dependent on genetic manipulations, the level of control over 

examining the exact degree to which differences in taste processing may influence diet choice is 

intriguing. 

 Future studies should be aimed at conclusively demonstrating the precise physiological 

mechanism driving the bimodal preference profile. As SP and SA differ in the ability for 

sucralose to activate neurons in a manner consistent with sucralose eliciting a strong ‘sweet’-like 

taste solely in SP, the first targets naturally should be the Tas1R2 and Tas1R3 genes. Mice strains 

(B6 and 129) have been shown to express polymorphisms of the Tas1R2 gene that result in 

behavioral differences in the avidity for traditionally ‘sweet’-tasting stimuli in a manner 

consistent with the presented differences between SP and SA (Bachmanov et al., 2001, Dotson 

and Spector, 2004, Glendinning et al., 2005, Sclafani, 2006). Moreover, while the present study 

demonstrates that SP and SA may differ in their food intake and subsequent weight gain when 

given access to a highly palatable diet, these data are far from conclusive in implicating the 

proposed sensory differences. Rather, these data provide a proof-of-concept in laying the initial 

groundwork for future studies examining the influence of these sensory differences on food 

intake. More tightly controlled and rigorous experiments must be conducted in order to fully 

establish that the bimodal response profile for sucralose has functional consequences on diet 

choice and weight gain. These necessary studies notwithstanding, the present work demonstrates 

that rats differ in the perception of the taste of sucralose in a robust and stable manner. 

Furthermore, these differences generalize to a number of other stimuli and may have realized, 

functional consequences for weight gain and diet choice. 
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